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EXSCUTIVE

-

SUtMARX

The post classification
system was established
over ten years ago in
response to a need felt by the organisations
of the United
Uations system
to introduce
new techniques
of personnel
management.
Advanced technologies
and the responsibility
for the organisations
to have a staff
of diverse
competence8 and experiences
were the main criteria
in choosing the post
classification
concept as a valuable
tool in this respect,
ensuring
"equal pay for equal work” to everyone.
The Joint Inspection
Unit, which has been involved from the initial
stages in this project,
was requested by one of the organizations
to undertake
the study in order to analyse the results
the application
of the system in all
the organisations,
and to seek ways to improve it and make it oomawhat more
flexible,
while maintaining
the integrity
of the objectives
of the concept.
Chapter II presents the background of the post classification
coannon standards were finalised
and put into practice.

system and

how the

The presentation
of Chapter III
may differ
from most JIU reports.
Its content represents
the implementation
of the post classification
system,
organisation
by organisation,
underlining
its
advantages and disadvantages.
Purposely,
the Inspector
decided to give as much space as possible
to the
organisations
in expressing
their views on the subject matter.
The study
is thus intended
to serve as a reference
tool.
In Chapter IV the Inspector
has analysed the advantages and
disadvantages
of the post classification
system as presented by the
organisations
and concludes
that, while there are some problw
and
disadvantages
seem to be more often discussed than advantages,
the system
is a sound and useful management tool.
In Chapter V, a number of reconanendations
are put forward by the
Inspector
with a view to alleviating
some of the drawbacks in the application
other
of the post classification
system, while at the same time suggesting
parallel
topics for possible
further
study, which are closely
linked
with the
improvement
and strengthening
of personnel
services,
the normal expectations
of staff,
anE the necessary flexibility
sought by all parties.

/...
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1.

The present

IUTRODUCTIOU

has been undertaken
by the Joint Inspection
Unit
in
by UblESCO to make "recosunendotions
for ix3proving the
classification
system and perhaps show the desired f1exibiJA.y
and quality
objectives
that
could be achieved while maintaining
a sound and secure system
for staff”
in the United lotions
comon system.
study

response to a request

Since its inception,
the JIU has conducted a number of studies on
2.
management problems in the organizations
of the conmon system sdld reconmrended
the introduction
of new managerial
concepts for improving
the efficiency
of
the organizations
within the United Nations system.
The concept of post
classification
and its introduction
for the connnon system in the overall
framework of career planning
was on6. of JIU's proposals in its report of
1971 11. The present study is thus part of a sequence of follow-up
actions or
recommendations
of previous
reports.
The Inspector
undertook
a number of visits
to organizations
of the
3.
common system and requested the views oi those he was unable to visit
personally.
The following
organizations
participated
in the study: United
Wations Headquarters,
United Nations Office at Geneva. FM), IAEA, XAO, 17.0,
IDO, ITU, UNESCO, UUIDO, UPU, WHO, WIPO and WlO. The Consultative
Committee
on Administrative
Questions
(CCAQ) and the International
Civil
Service
Commission (ICSC) were also consulted
on several
occasions.
4.
Administrations,
as well as staff representatives
in several
organizations,
gave their opinions
on the subject matter and these
reflected
in the study.
The report
is
and implementotio;~
both the advantages
irpprovements in its

5 .

of the
are

intended to serve as a reference
tool on the background
the post classification
system.
It aims at underlining
and disadvantages
of the concept and suggesting
possible
applicstian.

of

6 .
The Inspector
wishes to express his appreciation
for
by the participating
organizotions
and for their
invaluable
the preparation
of the report.

the interest
co-opeT&tion

shows
in

/ ...
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BACKGROUND

TO THB POST CMSIFICATIOW

SYSTRU

7 . In its early stageo (from 1946 to 19491, the United
Uations based its
grading structure
on the then existing
United States system, but modified
it
by combining professional,
administrative
and clerical
work in one colegory.
(Until
1949 the United States had different
categories
for professional.
administrative
and clerical
groups.1
The grading structure
ranged from the
lowest grade level GS-1 to the highest GS-19 and included
posts relating
to
The grade
professional,
specialist,
para-professional
or clerical
work.
levels ware determined
by job evaluation
(job classification).
The
"Provisional
Salary and Wage Administration
Plan" clearly
defined the ccircept
of job classification
as the basis for establishing
salaries:

"The provisional
plan is designed to provide compensation
conmmsurate
with duties and responsibilities
assigned to the various posts through
the Secretariat.
It does not deal with the individual
fitness
of the
incumbent.
Efficiency,
length of service,
special
skills
or other
personal characteristics
of the incumbent are not considered
as factors
in evaluating
the post”.2’
8 . The United Wations Secretariat
applied
classification
tool covering all categories

standard job descriptions
and grades of posts.

as a

9 . As a classification
tool the classification
work was carried
out by the
Classification
and Salary Standardization
Section in the Uureau of Personnel.
As regards classification,
the specific
mandate of the Section was defined as
follows:
**Administers
the classification
programma of UWO by advising
on classification
matters,
developing
or refining
categories
where needed;
"makes classification
between departmants

surveys to maintain
and services".2/

uniform

standards

management
and grades
within

and

10 . In 1950, the United Wations introduced
a new grading structure
establishing
four different
categories
of staff (directorate,
professional,
Later, these categories
special
services and general service,: categories).
namely professional
directorate
were reduced to the present two categories,
category and general service.
11 * Over the years, the classification
of posts was increasingly
criticized
as being too rigid
and impersonal.
The personal qualities
of incumbents were
also considered
important
in determining
grade level.
As a result,
the
classification
of posts was gradually
abandoned.

21

Secretary-General

31

Internal

Bulletin

UU document

19, 3 Way 1946.

SC/AD/W,30/Rev.

2. p. 61.

/ ...

-3system was
12 . More than 20 years later the need for a classification
racognirad
once again,
In 1971 the Joint fnapaotlon
Unit oonducted a study on
the Unit&d Wetions personnel
problems and proposed a classification
system as
a prerequisite
for long-term
recruitment
planning,
establishment
of
occupational
groups and other personnel
reforms 31. A year later another
study conducted by the Administrative
Hanagement Service (AUS) identified
serious deficiencies
and problems due to the absence of an orderly
classification
system and also strongly
reconunended the introduction
of a
classification
system.
13 . In 1973, the Secretary-General
classification
system be designed

reconnnended to the General Assembly that
implemented,
with three main objectives:

a

and

1.

That the
attached

relationship
between the duties
to it be consistent;

of a post

2.

That staff members performing
the same duties and responsibilities
be graded in the same way, irrespective
of when and under what
conditions
they were initially
recruited;
and

3.

That the levels and titles
of posts
meaning for budgetary and personnol

and

the grade

should have a clearly
purposes ?.

14 . In the 1974 Secretary-General's
Report to the General Assembly,
objectives
of a classification
system and how it should be established
otated as follows:

defined
the
were

"As regards the classification
standards required
for each occupational
group, MS has proposed that a job classification
system covering
all
posts in the Secretariat
be instituted
in order to ensure that (a) there
will be a consistent
relationship
between the duties of a post and the
grabe attached to it; (b) staff members performing
the same duties and
responsibilities
will be graded in the same way, irrespective
of when and
under what conditions
they were initially
recruited;
and (c) the levels
and titles
of posts will have a clearly
defined maaning for budgetary
and
personnel purposes.
Accordingly,
it was ret onmended
that,
in order to
eotablish
a properly
conceived and elaborated
job classification
system,
which would be administered
by the Office of Personnel
Services,
the
assistance
of outside
experts be obtained
to plan and develop the system
and to train existing
professional
staff in this work.
The
Secretary-General
is in complete agreement with, and attaches priority
to, this recw
dation.+/

41

Report

on personnel

2;

izc. 5/1522 .

a/

UI

document

problems

A/C.5/1601,

pare.

in the United

10.

Wations.

@.a,

-4Civil
Service Commission was wtablished
in 1975 by the
15 . The International
Seneral Assembly with the overall
aim of developing
"a single unified
international
civil
service through the application
of cozwrum personnel
standards,
methods and arrangements*'
(Art. 9 of the ICSC Statute).
The
Commission was to *' . ..establish
job classification
standards for all
categories
of staff in fields of work own
to several of the organizations.
It (the Commission)
shall advise the organizations
on the development
of
consistent
job classification
plans in other fields
of work”.
(Art.
131. The
ICSC accepted that cosunon job evaluation
methods be developed to improve the
means by which the United Nations system professional
salaries
could be
compared to those of the comparator
country (Uoblemaire
Principle).
16 . The Cozanfssion developed the 'Waster Standard of Job Classification"
in
1978 and recoszoanded its implementatiun
by all organizations
of the United
Wations system as of 1 January 1981. The same was to be undertaken
for the
general service pas's classification
standards by duty station.
The
organizations
supported the development
of the Master Standard.
although
particular
contexts had to be taken into account in its application.
17 . In line

with

the Master

Standard,
a Cosuzon Classification
of Occupational
for defining
occupations,
both professional
and
An illustration
of the ICSC Post classification
system is
non-professional.
given in Annex I and a concise description
of the CCOG appears as Annex II of
this report.

Qroups (CCCG) was developed

/...
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III.

IllPtEMEDTATIOli ADD WOtWl'OBI13GOF ClASSIFICATION STADDARDS
A.

Fenera

United

Nations

Secretariat

statement

18 . Ten years after the introduction
of the post classification
system and
the use of the master standard,
the position
of the United Uations secretariat
stands as follows.
19 . Beginning
on 1 Febmary
1981 conmon job classification
standards
for
professional
vests, consi8tir.g
of the Plaster Standard
(Tier I) aud
occupational
standards
(Tier II) established
by the ICSC are being
The classification
system is designed to enaure consistency
implemmted.
between the actual duties and responsibilities
of a post and its grade;
to
guarantee equity in grading similar
duties and responsibilities
performed by
various staff members throughout
the Secretariat;
and to assure clear
definitions
of post titles
and levels for budgetary and personnel
purposes.
20 . As for general service sosts, common classification
standards are used
At Geneva, current
at Headquarters
and are being inwleamnted
at Vienna.
classification
standards will be replaced by a coaunon standard
for all united
At other duty stations,
conunon
lotions
organizotiona
and agencies.
classification
standards promulgated
by ICSC are being implemented
in the
regional
econo&c comissious
and at small- and medium-sized
duty stations.
On the basis of experience
gained from the implementation
of classification
standards at non-headquarters
duty stations,
the organisations
of the United
Motions common system have agreed that a con&non global classification
standard
be implemented.
Classificotim

mrocedures

21 . ~rofeseionol
are classified
by two classification
officers
independently
on the basis of job descriptions
and other relevant
information
decision
is made by the
using the Master Standard/Tier
11. The classification
Assistent
Secretary-General
for humen Resources Management.
22 . Initial
classification
of General Service posts in Regional
Bconomic
Commissions is conducted by Classification
Officers
from the office
of numan
Resources llanagement and reviewed by a local staff-management
body.
The final
results
of the initial
classification
are approved by Headquarters
on behalf
of the Secretary-General.
At major duty stations,
e.g. Geneva and Vienna, the
responsibility
for classification
of General Service and related categories
posts is delegated to the respective
Director-General.
For classification
of
posts at small- and medium-sized duty stations,
the conuson classification
standards established by ICSC are applied in conjunction with salary surveys.
Career development and promotion

review

23 . Although not the theme of the study, career development and promotion
are closely linlced with the classification
concept.
It is the reason why they
are discuss* * in the re-lort.
The United #ations has no career development
plan for t! professional
category so far.
For the General Service category
at Headquarters,
a Handbook on Career Development was published in 1990 by the
Office of Human Resources llanagement to assist General Service staff in
planning their careers and providing
them with pertinent
information
on career

I..,

-6opportunities,
inter alia.
job requirements
various Departments.
A career counselling
the staff in career planning.

and availability
system is being

of posts in
set up to assist

24 . Promotion
review is the sore spot.
The right to have an annual
promotion
review is clearly
stated in the Staff Rules, but the widely-spread
idea is that the promotion
exercise has been replaced by the "vacancy
management scheme" or by the **reclassification*'
of posts.
The Promotion
Committee is only a "screening"
Committee which does not seem to have any real
powar of decision.
25 . The staff representatives
are of the opinion
that
linked
be reintroduced
to redress this shortcoming.
Personal grading
favoured as it is regarded as a form of favouritism.
Reclassification

of vosts

and avveals

grades should
is not yet

procedure

26 . Reclassification
of existing
posts normally
takes place in the context
of preparation
of the prograsuse budget.
Requests for reclassification
must
reflect
significant
changes in the programme of the Office concerned,
e.g.
newly mandated activities
which cannot be absorbed by existing
posts or a
major reorganisation
of the Office.
Such requests,
prior to submission
to the
Compensation
and Classification
Service/OHRR,
are reviewed by the Office of
Progranme
Planning,
Rudget and Finance (OPPBF) from a progranuvatic
and
budgetary point of view.
Only those posts for which a budgetary allocation
is
endorsed by the OPPBF are forwarded for classification
review.
Such raview
will normally
necessitate
submission
of a new job description,
showing an
increase in the post's duties and responsibilities,
as well as an indication
of the post's relationship
to other posts in the programee area.
The results
of the classification
review are normally
reviewed and endorsed by a
management conuaittee comprising
high level officials
from the programme
planning
and budgeting,
and human resources managesmnt,
offices.
27 . Reclassification
of a post does not affect
the contractual
status,
salary and other entitlements
of an incumbent
of a post.
Staff whose posts
are graded at a level below their personal
level retain
their grades until
an
appropriate
post level is found.
Staff whose posts are graded at a level
above their personal grade retain
their grades and may be promoted to the
higher grade only after the regular
review process and in so far as the
satisfactory
performance
of the functions
and responsibilities
of the pest may
demonstrate
their ability
to perform at the higher level.
28 a Since promotion
opportunities
- as mentioned
above - have diminished
number, staff tend to consider
reclassification
as a means of obtaining
a
higher grade and the pressure tends to increase on the administration.
29 . Staff
process.

and administration

rarticipate

in the classification

in

appeal

30 , Staff who believe
that the classification
of their post is not reflected
by the adequate level may file an appeal to a) the Classification
Appeals and
Review Comeittee,
for professional
posts; b) the General Service
Classification
Appeals and Review Committee for general service category
posts.
In this connection
programme managers may also appeal a decision
on
the classification
of posts of their staff.
Appeals may pertain
to the
correctness
of application
of the classification
standards to the post under
review.
/...
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1.

Food and
General

ARriCUltUr0

United

Nations

Ornanization

Svecialized

AEench

of the United

Wations

(PAOX

statement

31 . The application
of the post classification
system at FA0 reflects
its
long experience
with that system.
It has been applied
in the Organisation
for
well over 30 years.
It is strongly
supported by the management of the
Organisation
and well accepted by its staff,
whether in the professional
or in
the general service category.
In this regard,
it is stressed that the
application
of the post system entails
a comprehensive
approach,
taking into
account all aspects of human resources management, with a view to providing
the most effective
service to the Member States.
In the classification
process programme priorities,
organisational
implications,
and human concerns
are linked
and considered.
Consequently,
it is not a mechanical
process, but
one that considers the total needs of the Organisation.
The classification
process involves
a number of stages starting
with the managers* requirements,
the classification
experts'
input and finally
a detailed
review by a select
In this manner
nmegemnt
connnittee,
called
the establishnvmts
Committee.
career paths are considered
and identified.
32 . From the point of view of FA0 the post classification
important
benefits:
it demonstrates
objectively
the level
work performed,
and it quantifies
the work, compensating
accordingly.
In this latter
regard the post classification
the staff cognizant
of the need to perfom
at a required
that the taking-on
of higher-level
duties can result
in
in grade.
Their colleagues
see this and understand
that
according to the value of their work.

system offers two
and value of the
the staff
system also keeps
level.
They know
a justifiable
increase
staff are paid

33 . Rmther,
it facilitates
the budgetary process within the approved
progrsmmia priorities
and provides
for the required
planning
of human resource8
particularly
in periods of budgetary
constraints
when such a system is
considered
important.
Otherwise planning
would become extremely
difficult
and
be heavily
weighted in favour of individual
staff requirements
rather than
progranvne priorities
in line with the wishes expressed by the Governing Bodies
34 . FA0 considers
the post classification
system an integral
part of its
aumagemnt
style and process.
While it is recognised
that it is not perfect,
its long history
in FA0 is proof of its value and the built-in
flexibility
necessary to respond to current needs and ever-changing
requirements.
Classification

Procedures

35 . FA0 uses toe lCSC Ciassitication
Standards.
A specitic
procedure is
used for post classification,
The results
are reviewed and endorsed by the
Establishments
Committee,
composed of senior officials
appointed
by the
Director-General.
36 . Classification
is a comprehensive
programme and it is actually
the
supervisors
and managers vho have the principal
responsibility
for this
function.
The Personnel Division
provides the technical
classification
expertise
by trained
classifiers.
The final
authority
rests with the above
mentioned Establishments
Conmittee.
/...

-s37 . The classification
process
is purely
a management function
an&
consequently
staff
representatives
are not associated with the process.
However, in this respect
it must be added and enphaafzed that the selection
process
includes and involves staff
representatives.
This latter area is
believed to be appropriately
designated for staff participation.
Career develonment and promotion
38 .

review

approach to career development involves staff development by means
are given opportunities
to grow professionally
through the use of progressively
broadening assignments offering
exposure to
new tasks and concepts.
For both its professional
and general service staff,
BAo utilises
lateral
assignments (at the same grade level).
The professional
staff are also provided with opportunities
to participate
both in internal
and
external training
progranunea and sabbaticals.
FA0 is actively
pursuing
policies
that enhance career development.
However, the problems of career
development and promotion opportunities
are in fact more a function
of the
campenaation level available
to professional
staff
rather than of any inherent
rigidities
in the classification
system. The P-l and P-2 salary levels are
too low to attract
professional
staff.
The result is that professional
staff
are brought
in at a higher grade level
thus reducing prospects for further
advancement.
FAO*a

of a process whereby staff

While FA0 does not conduct an annual promotion review, this is
as part of the biennial
review for the Programme of Uork and
It is at this point that any discrepancies
between the level of the
Budget.
post and the duties and responsibilities
of an incumbent of a post are
reconciled.
In addition
urgent cases falling
into this category
can also be
taken up during the biennium, applying what is called in PA0 the counterThis requires that an equivalent
level vacant post be
balancing process.
identified
for downgrading, thereby limiting
grade inflation.
39 .

undertaken

* In FA0 there is no objection
to double-grading
of posts if it enhances
recruitment
of junior,
leas elrperienced candidates.
However, classification
guidelines preclude double-grading
of posts for the sole purpose of providing
artificial
"promotional"
opportunities
to staff
for the next higher
level(s)
without
an identifiable
change in duties and responsibilities.
This is not
considered to be a career ladder but siasply post level inflation,
or at best
aoma dubious reward
for longevity
in the same post.
40

41 . FA0 does not upgrade staff members above the grade of their
post or give
personal grades.
There are a few staff members who now occupy posts of a
grade below their personal grade but these are a result of special

such as when the staff member was required
to change location
and a post of comparable level was not available.
A typical
example of this
would be the situation
where a staff member returns from a field assignment
to
Headquarters
at a time when no suitable
post is available.
Under this
^---d--L
---a#8~rc,~r,~wb.an
r,mCC mnnduw8
AAem.:CC..*
CA LaCBL,.
HAL,A- the CUL
---- - ...- --..-e ,ko
-..- --w-m
...-..+*A u.u.I.4
""w-1 ka
"" YCL.IIL
CC_" CY
L e,,b &L
."cI
until
such time as a posl st the correct
grade becomes available.
circumstances

/ ...
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&veals

orocedures

42 . The FA0 Appeals Committee reviews appeals on post classification.
There
has been only one appeal of this type which reached the Tribunal
level in the
past ten years.
E'urthermore,
the Establishments
Committee also reviews cases
when the divisional
management disagrees
with the result
of a classification
action.
In fact, in many cases, such an appeal could be the result
of a staff
mamber*s disagreement
which is in turn supported by the divisional
management.

2.

International
General

Atomic

Enernv Anencv (IAEA)

statement

43 . The Agency has applied
the post classification
systm during five
consecutive
years of zero growth budget and has found it invaluable
not only
in controlling
expenditures
but also in ensuring
a high degree of equitable
remuneration
among employees.
When properly
applied,
the professional
and
general service classification
system have ehsured
"equal pay for work of
equal value".
As this system is essentially
that of "rank-in-post"
instead of
'*rank-of -man’*, staff
are rmnerated
according
to the value of their post and
consequently
must acquire a higher-rated
post if they wish to be promoted
and
enjoy better career perspectives
. This is normally
done by applying
for a
vacant post at a higher level in competition
with
other
inside or outside
candidates.
The exception
to the rule occurs when duties of a post evolve to
such an extent as to require classification
upgrading.
In such cases a staff
member may in fact grow with his/her
post.
44 . The cozznon classification
system developed by the ICSC for professional
i .a& is applied
at IAEA. For the general service
catenory,the
post
clresification
standard
developed jointly
by the Vianna-based
organizations
and sanctioned
by the ICSC and CCAQ is used.
45 . IAllA stated that, evan in difficult
financial
times and limited
organizational
expansion,
it is unlikely
the Organization
would consider
abandoning the post classification
system evan if it were proved to lessen
employee expectations
and morale.
At the same time,
it is clear that
implementing
system-wide standards which meet all the needs of each
organization
may prove difficult
in the long Nn.
Classification

procedures

46 . Post classification
is usually
done by internal
classifiers
and
occasionally
by consultant
external
classifiers.
Staff representatives
ara
.
- _. __ rii tipyvai
A-*.- ~O~YCLQCOU
-----l-L-A
*-ILC
..<
V~~LJ
-ALL *cbaaa -.LL)YLL)Y
yr-ossruri
til ~uumuu~'u
cwnmiiieus
wi~ere
a staff member appeals against an administration
decision
to classify
a poet
at a specific
level.

/ . ..

- 10 Career

develovment

and promotion

review

47 . It is often claimed that there is no career development
at IAEA and this
may be true if career
development
is taken literally.
Since all vacant posts
are open to all qualified
staff and since the staff is accorded a certain
preference
over outsiders,
staff do have an opportunity
to rise through the
It is reported
that a grcrat number have done so and
ranks in the Agency.
continue
to be promoted from lesser posts to ones of a higher
grade.
Because
the Agency is highly centralized
(over 90 per cent of staff are located
in
Vienna) there is little
need for a "rank-of-man"
system which is often found
in decentralized
organizations
requiring
regular
staff L*otation
(military,
foreign services,
multinationals).
.
The Agency's career development
progranvne exists as a function
of the
co-existence
of a number of independant
but inter-related
policies
and
systems: post classification,
open competition
for all vacant posts.
performance
appraisals,
external
training,
on-the-job
trai:*.ing
and
A programme for
opportunities
for temporary assignment
to higher level posts.
employee career counselling
is under consideration.
48

49 . Vacancies are advertised
throughout
the year as they occur and are
filled
with the staff meeting the requisite
qualifications
or qualified
outsiders.
Promotions
via such appointments
occur the year round.
Once per
year a promotion
panel reviews the promotion
of staff who ware appointed
at a
grade less than that of their post due to lack of specific
qualifications
iusually
in years of experience)
or whose post was reclassified.
This
exercise is part of the budgeting
process, as any increase in number of posts
or aggregate classification
levels of P-posts must be submitted
in the budget
proposals
to the Board of Governors.
certain
administrative
measures to reduce such
50 . IARA has introduced
upgradings
since over time they would facilitate
what is generally
called
"grade creep".
First,
supervisors
are obliged
to ensure that responsibilities
and duties
assigned to a staff member are c ommensurate with the approved
classification
of the post the staff member occupies.
Personal

promotion

system

51 . The practice
of giving
a personal grade to staff has been greatly
discouraged
in recent years on the belief
that the grades of staff should
There are only
virtually
always reflect
tbe grades of the posts they occupy.
four cases in the professional
category where incumbents have been given
grades higher than those of the posts which they occupy due to exceptional
There
circumstances
such as performing
exceptionally
over an extended period.
are no personal upgradings
in the general service category:
grade differences
have resulted from higher level staff being assigned to lower level posts
while retaining
their former grade levels.
x2 ,
ally
merit

Currently

accorded

only eight

personal

promotions"

in

Reclassification

senior staff members (P-S/D-l)
have been exceptionIAEA is considering
implementing "personal
with the relevant
ICSC recommendation.

grades.
accordance

of posts and appeals procedure

requests for reclassification
are
a All
Advisory Group to determine the advisability
the view point of management considerations,
53

reviewed by a Human Resources
of reclassification
action from
including
the following:
/...

- 11 Staff utilisation,
and responsibilities

including
the evolution
of the distribution
in the programme area concerned;

of duties

Progranuna trends in the area concerned , as may be indicated
by the
Scientific
Advisory Connnittee (SAC), governing
organs or the
Director-General;
Evolution
of the overall
organisational
and grading structure,
as well
as the effect of an approved reorganisation,
if any, in the area
concerned;

Announced personnel
policies
group of jobs or organisational

or the results
of past
area concerned.

reviews

of the post,

If the Advisory
Group comes to the conclusion
that the request for
reclassification
is inadvisable
for management reasons,
no reclassification
action is taken and the supervisor
is requested to ensure that the duties and
responsibilities
of th3 staff
member do not exceed those associated
with the
grade of the staff member's post.
55 .

3.

lo appeals

have

International
General

Civil

been lodged

Aviation

in the past

Organisation

two years.

(ICAO)

stat-t

ICAO's expressed position
is that perhaps the most important
aspect of a
~~b'elassification
system is that it preserves the principle
of equal pay for
work cf equal value.
The implementation
of such a system regularises
the
grading of posts and discourages
uncertainties
in grading,
rhich
may lead to
personal favouritism
and discrimination.
It is thus an integral
part of human
resource managament and plays a crucial
role in the administration
of ICAO.
Classification
57

.

applies
Tier II

Procedures

vrofessional
posts at Headquarters
and in the Regional
offices,
ICAO
the common classification
system as developed by the ICSC, Tier I and
standards.

For

. The classification
standard for general service ooots at ICAO
Headquarters
was approved by the Secretary
General on 2 July 1990.
The
confirmation
rate of the jobs classified
in the test group was 86 per cent to
the ranked levels of a group of representative
jobs earlier
selected,
so the
joint
staff-management
Working Group felt confident
in recosnnending its
adoption to the Secretary
General.
To date, 99 jobs have been classified
using this standard.
Sixty-three
posts (64 per cent) have been confirmed.
25 (25 per cent) have been upgraded,
6 (6 per cent) have been downgraded
(although
incumbents
of filled
posts are retaining
their previous
grade) and
5 (5 per cent) are new.
The fairly
high number of Up8radingS
is partly
because ICAO had a sizable
number of reclassification
requests pending,
some
for years when the standard was put into use. These requests resulted
from,
inter alia,
a reduction
of the ICAO establishment,
with the result
that duties
and responsibilities
often had to be given to remaining
and sometimes junior
staff.
It is expected that in classifying
the balance of ICAO’s 392 general
service jobs at Headquarters,
this percentage
will drop.
For general service
58

- 12 posts in the Regional
Small and Medium-sized
not yet been adopted,
agency is followed.

Offices,
the ICSC's Cosuvon Classification
Ruty Stations
is used, except where this
in which case the classification
standard

Standard for
standard
has
of the lead

59 . The grade of staff is governed by the level of the post and exceptions
to this are rare at ICAO. In 801118cases, a staff member is appointed
at a
grade lower than a post only if he does not possess all the qualifications
required
for a post.
This generally
lasts for a year, after which the
supervisor
certifies
that he is fully
able to exercise all the duties and
responsibilities
of the post.
The incumbent will then be placed at the level
of the post.
Career

develonment

ICAO does not have a career development
progrme
as such.
In view of
the small size and technical
specialisation
of the organisation,
the recurring
sericus financial
problems,
and the low turnover/vacancy
rate, it is felt that
a formalised
career development
plan is not feasible.

60 .

61 . The number of posts in the regular programne of the organisation
is
finite,
and is fixed at the time ICAO's programme
budget
is approved.
Turnover in the general service category due to retirements,
resignations,
etc., is low. Hence, a staff member normally
has to wait until
a post falls
vacant before he/she can apply for it.
The possibilities
for gradual
career
advanceanent are therefore
small in an organization
the size of ICAO. In the
category posts are very technical
and specialised,
uhich reduces
h' fessional
considerably
the possibility
of moving people
to other posts.
Once in a
uhile,
perheps because of having to freeze posts or because of the
introduction
of new technology,
staff are given additional
duties and
responsibilities,
but such actions are the exceptions,
not the rule.
Career development
is subject to many different
interpretations.
It
a) the various jobs a staff member may aspire
could be intarpreted
to include:
to and be qualifiad
for; and b) the steps taken by the staff member and the
organisation
to prepare him/her for a more responsible
post.
In the latter
connection,
ICAO assists
staff
in in-house
or outside job-related
activities
such as language,
shorthand and computer training.
Furthermore,
in the
selection
procedures
internel
candidates
are given preference.
In the general
service category most vacancies are only advertised internally
and in the
professional
category all staff members who apply for a post are always
considered
by the Appointmant
and Promotions
Board.

62 .

"Tracking of Posts" is generally no problem in ICAO. They have become
well computerized,
and Bureaux and Offices get frequent reports on
staff and poets.
What aeems to be the real problem is just not having enough
posts (especially
in these times of financial
difficulties)
to get all the
work done.
63 .

fairly

Promotion
64 .
always

review

ICAO does not have an annual promotion

result from staff applying and being
Appointment and Promotion Board reviews the
applicants and makes recommendations to the
are announced to the staff and are open for

review.
Promotions
selected for higher
candidatures of all
Secretary-General.
competition.

virtuaily

posts.

An

qualified

All

vacancies
/...

- 13 1988 a generous policy
of granting
personal
65 . Gn the other hand, until
upscadings
to staff who net certain
conditions
was applied.
These cases are
now few, since it does not accord with the policy
of equal pay for work of
equal
value.
Declassification

of vests

and anveals

vrocedure

66 * Staff Rule 111.1 provides
for an informal
staff W?IO consider their posts to be inproperly
done by the supervisor
or the Chief, Personnel
often done by both.
There is also a provision
but these are rare.

review action in respect of
The review can be
graded.
Branch and in practice
it is
for a fornal review and appeal,

67 . The job
Establfshnent
are seen and
the Director,
professional

classification
reviews are undertaken
by the Chief,
For posts up to the level G-6, the reviews
and Studies Section.
Branch; for posts from G-7 to G-9 by
approved by Chief, Personnel
Bureau of.Administration
and Services;
and for posts in the
category by the secretary-General.
But in actual fact, the Chief
of the Personnel
Branch
sees all classification
reviews.
68 .

Staff

Representatives

4.

gnternational

are not associated

with

the review

process.

.

General

Labour

Ornanisation

<IL01

statmtan~

Job classification
has been applied
to general service jobs since 1950
and to the professional
and higher catenorieo
since 1974. The IL0 has been a
lead aeency in the cossum system in developing
and establishing
job evaluation
standards for the classification
of professional
posts and higher categories
world wide and for the classification
of general service jobs in Geneva; it
has slno actively
participated
in the development
of post classification
standards for general service jobs in the field.

69 .

The present post classification
system is considered
as the basis for
sound wase and salary administration
as well as for the development
of
It provides
the
rational
organisational
structures
and work relationships.
basis for administering
resumeration
by determining
the relative
worth
of jobs
in a fair and equitable
way, that is, by the uniform and constant application
of pro-established
and agreed criteria
over time and by the establishment
of
The post classification
system also ferns
an eppropriate
hierarchical
order.
staff development
and the effective
use of human
the framework for staffing,
resources by providing,
in addition
to the level of remuneration,
infwnation
regarding
training
requirements,
qualifications
requirements
and
organizationol
structure.
70 .

like IL0 with limited
organizationnl
expansion and
71 . In organizations
minimel
turnover,
reclassification
of posts tends to become a - and perhaps
the - major opportunity
for promotion
and career development.
Job evaluation
cannot, on its own, address all the needs of staff in terms of promotion,
recognition,
accountability,
motivation
etc., particularly
when other
sub-systems of human resources are inadequate
or absent, e.g, career
development.
There is a need therefore
to further
integrate
job evaluation
into the broader organizational
end personnel
policy and to enhance the other
human resource sub-system.
/ ...
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procedures

72 .
Job classification
is achieved through a continuous
review machinery
which aims at keeping the grades of jobs in line with functiona
actually
perfomed
by officials
occupying them.
Individual
reviews of posts are
undertaken
by the Personnel
Department,
a) whenever a new position
is created,
b) when a re-organization
involving
a redistribution
of work among posts in an
organizational
unit has taken place , or a) at the request of the responsible
Chief, Personnel Department or an individual
staff
member when the duties and
responsibilities
have changed materially
for at least one year.
73 .
There is a Classification
Unit composed of two professional
classifiers
and one assistant
responsible
for the classification
of professional
posts at
Headquarters
and in the field,
general service in Geneva and senior general
service jobs in the field
- that is approximately
2000 posts.
The job
classification
standards promulgated
by the ICSC are used in determining
the
grades of posts.
The occupational
category allocation
is made in accordance
with the ICSC methodology
for distinguishing
between professional-level
and
general service level-work.
This implies
the use of the Connnon Classification
of Occupational
Groups and the overall
definitions.
The Master Standard (Tier
I and Tier II) developed for the various organizational
groups is used for the
evaluation
of professional
posts in Geneva and in the field.
.
For aeneral service posts in Geneva a point
factor rating
system,
elaborated
internally
in 1986, is presently
used.
This job classification
standard served as a basis for the development
of the common job
classification
standard for general service posts in Geneva which has recently
been adopted by an interagency
working group composed of both staff and
administration
representatives
of the Geneva-based organizations.
The IL0
co-ordinated
the technical
development
of the standard.
The conmon standard
was presented to the ICSC at its summer session of 1991 for promulgation.
74

.
Classification
of general service posts in the field has been delegated
to the Pegional
Director.
The Small and Uedium-sized
Duty Stations
Classification
Standard is implemented
in conjunction
with the conduct of
salary surveys.
75

76 .
Although the ongoing administration
of the classification
system is a
management function,
the participation
of staff in the design of the system
has always been considered
of utmost importance
by the Organization.
As the
general acceptance of post classification
results
depends
on the evaluation
system in use, staff representatives
have bean involved in the development of

the post classification

standards

classification

and procedures.

policies

Career develovment

and in the establishnent

and personal

of

post

promotion
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departments are produced on a periodic basis.
Virtually
all vacancies are
advertised and staff members are encouraged to apply.
In these competitions
triportiC.0
Selection Board (representatives
of the administration,
the Staff
Union and independent members) reviews the merits of candidates and after
consulting the supervisor,
makes recommendations to the Director-General
concerning the person to be selected.

/

a

.
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- 15 a personal vromotion
scheme in 1985 on a provisional
78 * IL0 introduced
basis. with the approval of the Governing Body. Such a schame offers the
possibility
of promotion
to officials
at Headquarters
-md established
external
offices
(with the exclusion
of technical
co-operation
project
personnel),
whose contribution
to the work of the Office goes beyond that normally
associated
with the position
they occupied.
but who have not been able to
obtain a career advancement through other procedures
(e.g. reclassification
of
the post as a result
of a change in duties
or the winning of a competition
for
a vacancy at a higher grade).
It permits the promotion
of general
service
officials
up to the grade G-7, of professionals
up to P-5, and to the top
local grade for staff of external
offices,
provided
that the promotion
is not
more than one grade above the classified
grade of the post occupied.
79 . Staff meeting
tha requirements
of length of service in the grade and
quality
and quantity
of work are reviewed
by the Selection
Board which makes
reconvnendations
to the Director-General
for approval.
The ICSC has endorsed
the use of personal promotions
within certain
limits,
independently
of other
promotion
procedures,
at its 39th Session in September 1984.

80 . After more than four years of experience
with the personal promotion
scheme, the IL0 administration
as well as the Staff Union assessed its results
in 1989.
It appears that the personal promotion
scheme is now regarded as not
having achieved its intended goals and is creating
other problems.
In fact,
it has only added to the existing
problem of many people remaining
at the top
of the grades.
It gives rise to inequity
in remuneration
for the same job and
thus tends to depress
staff morale.
The staff at large have heavily
criticised
the system, and the Director-General
has decided,
on the basis of
the Selection
Board's assessment and the views expressed by senior managers
and staff representatives,
not to propose making the present scheme
permanent.
8ut this still
does not solve the original
problems which led to
its establislngent
and which are real and in need of a solution.
tha wish to give more attention
to career planning
and
81 . The IL0 expressed
to movement of staff both professionally
and geographically.
Ways and means
of doing so are currently
under study.
Efforts
are also underway to
strengthen
staff training.

Reclassification

of posts

and appeals

procedure

82 .

The duties and responsibilities
assigned to all jobs are re-evaluated
become vacant.
This provides line management with additional
flexibility
to restructure
and redefine
duties and responsibilities
within the
crgsnizational
unit and assists
in attaining
other
personnel
objectives
such
as rejuvenation,
staff development
and mobility.
This post classification
review prior to staffing
also provides
a form of control
on “grade
creep”.

then they

83 . Jobs which have been upgraded as a result of a classification
review are
considered
as vacant posts to be filled
under the provisions
of the Staff
Regulations,
in particular
Article
4.2, Filling
of vacancies,
and Annex I,
Recruitment
procedures.
In theory,
this means that a post which is upgraded
following
a classification
review can be open to competition.
However,
in
reality,
the overwhelming
majority
of incumbents are recomnended by the
Selection
Board, for promotion
to the
new
level of the post.

/ ...

- 16 84 . The incumbent of a post which has bean reviewed under the continuous
review machinery may appeal the recommendation
of the Personnel
Department.
Two independent
and %mpartfal bodies,
the Professional
Grading Appeals
Comitteo
and General Service Grading Appeals Committee,
are appointed
by the
Director-General
upon reconmmdation
of the Joint Committee on Policies
and
Procedures
to re-examine
the proposed grade in light
of the establ3ahed
classification
standards and ensure that these standards have been applied
correctly.
The Comittees
recomend
to the Director-General
the appropriate
grade of the post.
85 . A fonnal recourse mechanism Ps considered
essential
because of the
important
degree of judgmant required
on the part of the classifier
when
applying
job classification
standards.
The present recourse machanifm,
however, is considered
lengthy and cumbersome and its administration
is not
always timely.
This is attributed
mainly to a high level of appeals and to
the lack of resources allocated
to this function.
5.

International
General

laritime

Omanization

(ID01

statement

86 . The ID0 is in favour of a post claosiffca$ion
system, as stated by other
organieations.
In effect,
the post systm and career development,
in their
view, complement each other.
The grade of the incumbent is governed by the
level of the post and there is no exception
to that rule.
The ICSC
classification
standards are used at IMO.
Classification

orocadures

87 . Classification
is done by internal
staff and the staff
this process through the appointment
end promotion
machinery
the classification
process.
fareer

develoment

and promotion

is associated
in
which embraces

review

88 . The IMO has a career development
progranme enshrined
in i*s Staff
Regulations
and Staff Rules, which is based primarily
on satiL&tory
performance
and linked to organisational
development
as well aa budgetary
growth.
Given the size of IHO. it is very difficult
to secure job
progreesiona
and in general there is an upward drift
in grading levels.
Reclassification

of posts

and ovveolo

procedure

89 . Prior to 1988 the classification
of posts was conducted jointly
by a
coumittee
composed of staff and management representatives.
The
recomendations
from that body were submitted
to the Secretary-General
uhose
decision
was final.
Therefore
an appeal procedure did not exist.
In 1988,
the Review Committee on Sob Reclassification
(RCJC) - applicable
to general
service posts only - vas introduced
as an appeal mschinery.
Classifications
are carried out by the Administration,
and incumbents
of posts which are not
deemed to merit
an upgrading
can present an appeal to the RCJC whose findings
are then submitted
to the Secretary-General
for decision.
90 ,
In 1988, 40 general service
upgraded,
about one out of three.

posts

were classified;

of

these,

28

were
/ . . .
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International
General

91
It
on
be
of

Telecontnunfcations

Union

(ITU)

statement

system is useful and absolutely
essential.
. For ITU the classification
is linked with remuneration
and ensures
that the same post anywhere is paid
the same basis.
At ITU all posts are advertised
and all candidatures
must
submitted
by national
administrations,
therefore
supported by the country
submission
(professional
posts).
Classification

Procedures

92 . The ICSC Master Standard is applied
for all professional
posts at
Headquarters
and some established
field posts.
P-l and D-2 levels
are not
used at ITU, although
some incumbents may receive the salary of a D-2 but not
the grade, but this is particular
to TTU. Sixty per cent of the posts of the
organisation
are specialised
at an average grade of P-4.
Such posts are not
difficult
to classify.
93 . Classification
of professional
posts is don@ in the Personnel
Department
by one full-time
classifier
and two half-time
classifiers.
The same staff
classifies
the general service posts.
ITU is a member of the Sub-Committee
on
Job Classification
(for
the c-n
system) which meets every 18 months to
compare and develop new tools.

As regards
classification
of general
service posts, the old system is
still
in use: a job description
for a post as the basis for the grading of the
post.
The new systm designed in collaboration
with all the Geneva-based
organizations
will soon replace the old one. Their sample testing
has brought
up an average certification
of 80 to 84 per cent and is based on the If.0
point-factor
system.
94 .

Staff representation
is required
in the selection
procedures.
However,
the recent High Level Carnmittee,
reviewing personnel
management at ITu, has
recossnended that line managers have more say in the selection
of staff.
95 .

Career develoment

and Promotion

review

96 . I!fU does not have a career development
plan but uses in practice
case-by-case
approach.
tiothing
formal has yet been designed.
97 . The problem
a problem for all
upwards is either

a

of promotions,
which is closely
linked
to classification,
is
categories
of staff.
It is felt
that the only way to move
to change jobs or have one's post reclassified.

of the staff have permanent contracts,
and the very
98 n Since the majority
specialised
staff already enter at a high grade, promotions
are difficult
to
obtain.
Host people are blocked at the top of their grade.
The granting
of
longevity
steps to general service staff cannot be a replacement
for career
development.
There is a tendency to favour the introduction
of a personal
grade system, although
favouritism
there also should be avoided.
99 * Mobility,
which could also be a way of obtaining
a promotion,
is
difficult
in a small organization
and this adds to the problem of what is felt
to be the rigidity
of the classification
system.
/ .. .
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and
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IBrOCedUre

100 . There is a Classification
Review Board which is mandated to review the
Personnel Department*s
classification
reconmrendation.
This Board has staff
representatives
and deals with both categories.
It is distinct
from the other
appeals procedure involving
administrative
decisions
(Appeal Board).
101 . There have not been many cases for appeal but ITU feels there is a need
for a more efficient
type of machinery.
In their
opinion,
one of the
questions
which should first
be answered is under what conditions
a request
for reclassification
should start.
7.

United
General

Rations

Educational.

Scientific

and Cultural

Ornanization

(UNESCO)

statement

102 . URRSCO, the Organisation
requesting
the present study, has in the last
two years undergone a profound modification
of its management policies
and is
still
seeking ways to improve its management plans.
To that end it requested
the help of an independent
Commission , under the chairmanship
of Rr. Knut
Rauunarakjold,
to advise the Director-General
on ways and means of improving
staff efficiency
and management in the URBSCO Secretariat.
103 . Taking into account sane of the reconnnen dations of that Cosvnission,
the
Director-General
decided that a "Staff Development Division"
would be created,
composed of persons of coavnensurate expertise,
competence,
integrity,
seniority,
and expersence and specialised
in staff planning,
job
classification,
counselling,
training,
as well as recruitment
and evaluation
techniques.
The implementation
of that decision
is currently
in progress.
104 . The first
phase of the projact
deals with the overall
2,000 posts in the Organisation.
IVew job descriptions
have
the Classification
unit and distributed
to all the staff at
on how to fill
in these forms have been given to key persons
explained
it to the staff.
The objective
of the exercise is
each post is classified
at its proper level.

survey of some
been designed by
large.
Briefings
who in turn
to ensure that

105 . Rvan more than in the other international
organisations,
UloBSCO has been
- and is still
- confronted
with financial
difficulties
resulting
in a
reduction
of posts and whenever possible
a duclassification
of some posts.
The classification
system applied
in the Organisation
revealed discrepancies
between posts of similar
tasks and responsibilities.
The workload facing the
Classification
unit uas such that
it soon became clear that without proper job
descriptions,
it would be impossible
to achieve an equitable classification
of
posts.
Classification

procedures

106 . UWESCOapplies to all professional
posts the conunon classification
standards developed by the ICSC. As for the general service and related
categories'
posts, UNESCOapplies at Headquarters predetermined level
standards.
For general service posts away from Headquarters,
the ICSC's
common
classification
Standard for Small and Medium sized duty stations is
used, except where the standard has not yet been adopted, in which case the
classification
standard of the lead agency is followed.

/ .. .

- 19 Unit is staffed by two professional
classifiers
and
107 . The Classification
two general service staff.
This Unit is considered
as being understaffed
for
the amount of work on hand, especially
with the additional
burden
of
evaluating
- post by post - the 2,000 posts of the Organisation
with the new
job descriptions.
108 . Besides their post classification
duties,
the classifiers
also handle
the requests for reclassification,
for which long delays occur because of the
lack of adequate staffing.
Career develovment

and promotion

orocedures

109 . The grade of staff is governed by the level of the post.
In some cases,
however, the incumbent of a post may have a higher grade than the post itself,
as a result of a personal promotion.
The framework for such promotions
was
developed in 1989 in order to compensate staff loose performance was
satisfactory
but lacked prospects
for promotion
through recruitment
procedures
limited
due to the diminishing
nu.riier of vacant posts,
scheme is being studied for improvement.
Dut the
110 . The personal promotion
feeling
which prevails
at different
levels (administration
and staff
representatives)
is that the linked grade system would be more equitable
and
offer
a than-?e for a career, provided clear
and reliable
guidelines
were set
up for its application.
111 . There is much hope among the staff that the newly-established
Staff
Development Division
will do more in the field of career development.
At
UUB8CO the notion of career is closely
linked with that of trainin
in the
context of an integrated
perSOMe
system.
But some believe
that such a
Division
can do very little
if not composed of competent and sufficient
specialists.
The amount devoted to training
activities
is, as in practically
all other organizations,
very meagre and does not achieve much either
for the
Organization
or its staff.
Peclassif

ication

of posts

and aoveals

orocedure

112 . As applied

by other organisations,
a post may be subjected
to
reclassification
if the duties attached
to it have been modified
so as to
increase its responsibilities.
During the preparation
of the biennial
progrannne and budget, the sector/bureau proposes the reclassification
of
posts, the duties and responsibilities
of which are expected to ChongO in
order to meet the requirements
of the new programma.
After the approval
of
the Programe
and Budget by the General Conference,
the Director-General
reviews the proposals,
including
the classification
evaluations
by the
Classification
specialists,
and decides the final
establishment
and srading of
posts for the entire biennium.
The incumbents
of posts which have been
upgraded can be promoted six months after the reclassification
of the post.
Any staff member who considers that the grade of his/her post is not
compatible with the relevant classification
standards may submit a claim in
writing
for the upgrading of the post rithin
two months of the publication
of
the approved staffing
table for the biennium.
113 . Until recently
all negative replies.
another body.

a Joint
It

Consultative
Committee on Classification
has now been abolished and not yet replaced

reviewed

by
/ .. .
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114 . UDRSCO classifiers
also experience
pressure from the staff for
reclassification
of their posts.
SOW feeling of isolation
is expreotied
by
these classifiers
and the need for soam other competent body to turn to in
case of need.
It io felt also that job descriptions
are not always completed
in accordance w'+.th the Haoter Standard for Classification
Which leads to
errors and therefcre
requests for appeals.
115 . The use of computer-assisted
claosificatfon
axPerience
of lJIUP in the field
of classification
However, having the machinery is not enough if
insufficient.
8.

United
General

Uations

Industrial

Development

would be welcome and the
is closely
studied.
the staff to operate it is

Ornanization

(D?jIDO)

statement

116 . The new post
Organization.
Classification

classification

system seems generally

accepted

in the

vrocedures

117 . When classifying
ports in the profess&al
category
and above. DWIDO
uses the Master
Standard developed by the ICSC in accordance
with
its
Statutes
and the Tier II StanUardo
whenever applicable.
In the mid-1980s
the
Vienna-based
Organizations
(UIOIDO, IAEA, UUOV and UIIRWA) developed comnon
grading standards for staff
in the g-era1
service and manual worker
categories
for consideration
and approval by the ICSC.
The standards
were
developed with the participation
of administration
and staff representatives
in the fofia of a working group of the four organizatione.
They were assisted
by consultants/classifiers.

118 . At the initial
stage of implementation
of the classification
staff representatives
were involved.
However, the clansification
individual
post is the responsibility
of an internal
classification
Classification
decisions
are not reviewed by outside classifiers.
Career

develosment

and promotion

system,
of each
officer.

review

119 . Contrary to a generally
held feeling,
DSIDD considers
that the post
classification
system does not necessarily
hamper the career
of staff.
Indeed,
in sume inotances
it can even enhance the mobility
of staff as it
obliges
them to apply for higher
clasnified
pwts either
within their
field of
activity
or eleeuhere
in the 'Crganization.
Hotwithstanding
the principle
of
equal pay for equal work, the International
Civil
Service Coavnission (ICSC)
recasmmnded
end the General
Assembly approved that due regard should be given
A-r-:*a
l+s ..alorslflrr,lmgq
i0 S llii11t~S iGiibC-i
Of ---*A.
1(W‘ L c --a..-CA-”
y. “4u”C*Y.,e
“rryL-w---s ------..-..
k!vel
of
the post.
The number of such promotions
should, however,
not exceed five per
cent of the total number of established
posts at a given level.
120 . In principle,
a staff member is not promoted to a higher
love1
post he/she encumbers is classified
at a higher level and a post
at that higher level is available
within his/her
department
(but not
necessarily
encumbered by that staff member-)
the

unless
budgeted

/...

- 21 121 . URIDO has a training
programe
which includes
language training
and
up-grading
of skills.
Moreover,
it has just started developing
and
establishing
a new system for making projections
of human resources needs for
the URIDO Secretariat.
This system started with briefing
sessions to each
department
and a questionnaire
addressed to them.
Reclassification

of vests

and aoueals

urocedure

122 . The classification
procedure requires
that upon receipt
of the
classification
decision,
the staff member concerned or his/her
supervisor
moy
If the staff member or
require a clarification
of classification
decision.
his/her
supervisor
is not satisfied
with the clarification
provided
by the
head classifier,
he/she may file an appeal against the classification
decision.
123 . The Classification
Appeals Committee consists
of a Chairman appointed
by
the Director-General
from among a list provided by the Staff Council and an
equal number of staff members nominated
by the administration
and the Staff
Council.
Thus,
staff and administration
are represented
on an equal basis
during the appeal process.
124 . Since URIDO*s conversion
into a specialised
agency in January 1986, the
Out of 435 classified
posts in the
of appeals has so far been limited.
professional
and higher categories,
three were the object of appeals.
In the
general service and manual worker
categories
the number of appeals resulting
from the initial
implementation
of the classification
schexae between August
1987 and September 1987 was 54 against a total of 900 classified
posts.
Since
1988, 655 posts have been reviewed and three classification
decisions
have
been contested.
URIDO's experience
shows that the procedure of submitting
a
clarification
of classification
decision
has reduced the number of appeals.

number

9.

Universal

Postal

General

statcmaent

Union

tUPUl

125 . Since UPU is a very small organisation,
post classification
not been applied in an absolutely
rigid
manner in order to allow
of career prospects,
especially
in the general service category.

so far had
for a minimum

126 . A post classification
system exists for professional
posts,
the ICSC
syetem in principle.
A number of posts of heads of section
are classified
P-5/D-l.
In order to be promoted from P-5 to D-l the incumbent rust have
worked for at least five years in this post and give complete satisfaction
in
The assistant
heads of section are all P-4.
performing
the tasks assigned.
The remaining
profenmionnl
p0st.m
+rp
+?I
clnasifi+l
p-3.
ypv
~P__o 52
professional
posts altogether.
127 , Since no common job classification
standard had existed
for the general
service posts in the Geneva-based United nations organisations,
UPU has not
All
applied a strict
job classification
scheme for its general service staff.
general service posts have bsen classified
on the basis of the new
Geneva-based norms approved by the ICSC.
/ ...

- 22 128 . Some diocrepancfes
in the grading of posts and the
aiarvfce staff have appeared after the introduction
of the
between the grade of the post and that of the incumbent.
level. higher than their poet rem&n at that grade, unless
to a higher graded post is mode possible.
Classification
129 . Professional

grades of the general
new Geneva otandard
Those with a grade
immediate
transfers

orocadurea
posts

UPU has no profeasional

have been classified
by internal
classifiers
of its om.

staff.

Up to

now

130 . The overall
review of the general service pOBtB
classification
@#as
carried out by the Programme and Co-ordination
Comiesion,
composed of the
Deputy Director-General
(~8
chairuan)
and the three Assistant
DirectorsGeneral of the International
Bureau of the UPU. The chairman of the Staff
Association
attended as observer.
131 . Staff representatives
uere associated
exercise only at ite conceptual
stage.
Career

with

the job classification

develoument

132 . upv being a very small organization,
there are no real possibilities
for
a genuine career development
programme.
By handling
the general service job
classification
syatsm in not too rigid a manner it has been possible
ao far to
offer a minimm
of career prospects
to general service
staff mmberB.
he to
professional
posta, P-3 graded staff have to apply for P-4 posts, and P-4
staff have to apply for P-5 posta whenever they fall vacant, in order to be
promoted.
Promofion

133 . Tuo annual promotion
reviews will be made in the future taking into
consideration
the claaaificatioa
criteria,
professional
experience
and
longevity
in the grade as well as merits of the staff.
a Special Appeals Committee for the general service
134 . UPU has established
otaff with the Chief of the Personnel
Section as chairman and two other UPU
Btaff vmmbors at grade C-6 or C-7 (incuubente
of poeta at that grade),
one of
the other by the Staff Association.
them appointed
by the Director-General,
So far no appeal capea in either of the two staff categories
have been filed,
although some staff members have requested additional
information
on the
classification
of their post.

Uorld

10.

General
135

Health

Organization

WHO)

statement

. WHO uees the

ICSC Uaster

Standard

for

its

classification

of professional

poote.
/ ...

- 23 136 . Of a total number of 4,600 staff members, more than 1,500 are in the
professiontil
and hinher categories.
One-third
of these are located
in
Headquarters
and two-thirds
in the six WHO regions.
It is the responsibility
of personnel
at Headquarters
to classify
all professional
posts administered
directly
by Headquarters,
professional
posts located in the six Regional
Offices,
all professional
posts at grades higher than P-5 in the regions and
general service posts administered
directly
by Headquarters.
Regional
Directors
have authority
to classify
professional
posts up to P-S in country
and intercountry
projects
and all general service posts in these projects
and
in the regional
offices.
137 . Eighty per cent of the professional
staff are health
specialists,
scientists
and technical
officers.
Because of the highly technical
nature
of
its staff,
WHO has a large number of staff at grade p-4 and above.
The P-5
posts represent
some 35 per cent of the total number of professional
posts.
The P-l grade is not used any more in WO.
WHO has a P-6 grade, which can be
considered
an extension
of the p-5 grade, although
the remuneration
is
equivalent
to that of D-l.
This D-l grade is not used at Headquarters
and is
restricted
to a very small number of progranrme Directors
in the regional
offices.
There is also a small number of D-2 posts.
138 . As regards the classification
of general service vests, it is proceeding
well and the new common standards will be applied
when they have been
pronmlgated
by the ICSC. while observing
the objectives
and methodology
of
the general service comnon classification
system when it is officially
promulgated,
WI0 has expressed
the need to adapt the procedural
aspects and
relevant
forms to its specific
requirements
without
affecting
its dedication
to the common system.
Classification

Procedures

139 . The classification

work is carried
out only by internal
staff.
Under
the Staff Rules of the organization,
a review of the classification
of posts
can be requested at any time either
by the incumbent
or by his supervisor.
Such requests
are reviewd by the Classification
Unit in the Division of
Personnel.
A recommendation
is made for consideration
by the responsible
Classification
Review Coumittee,
which for senior posts at Headquarters
and
posts above P-4 is the Senior Staff Selection
Committee,
composed
of the
Assistant
Directors-General
at Headquarters
with the Director
of Personnel
as
its Secretary.
The regional offices
have their own Reclassification
Conrmittees for determined categories of posts and grades.
Career develomnent

and promotion

review

140 , No career developmeni?plan aesuch exists at WHO. There are structural
obstacles, due to the regionalized
nature of WHO, and programmatic
difficulties
to be overcome in order to be able to formulate
a career
development plan as part of a general
"Succession Plan" (to identify
a set of
staff members and a set of outside candidates potentially
suitable for future
vacancies,
with or without additional
training
and within assigned time
limits)
over a detetmined period of time,
WHO is progressing
towards the
formulation
of such plans with the necessary feasibility
study and preparation
of the logistic
support by the extensive use of informatics.
With the
inherent structural
limitations
and the constraints
of its spec;cic,
evolving
programmes, WHOexpects to be able to establish
a succession planning
This will take three
methodology which will also apply to career development,
to four years to achieve?,
/...
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is1 . WHO has a large proportion
of long-serving
staff.
One of the factors
contributing
to the very low rate of turnover
in WHO, as far as professional
staff are concerned,
is the applicability
of one single
set of Staff
Re&lations.
Rules and procedural
provisions
to all professional
staff,
wherever their location
- in Headquarters,
in the regional
offices,
in WHO
Representatives*
offices
and in country projects.
Therefore
and in principle,
professional
staff can be reassigned
from country projects
to established
offices
without a change in status.
WHO does not have the category of
which can be found in other organisations
with field
activities.
"experts"
Duration
of appointment,
career development,
mobility,
promotion
and all other
relevant
features
are identical
for all professional
staff in the
organfration,
although
it has to face the well-lmoun
problem of mobility
of
staff on a voluntary
basis between its various offices.
142 . Long service

would of course lead to the problem of stagnation
at the
even after one or two promotions.
For example, the
organisation
has at present about 70 professionals
and some 550 general
service staff members who have between 20 and 30 years of service.
WHO has
constantly
applied
the classification
standards in a very strict
manner.
For
a long-serving
staff member to obtain a promotion
would require either
a
reclassification
of his/her post, which calls for higher responsibilities
and
qualifications,
or selection
for a higher graded post.
The present
overlapping
between grades does not allow for a solution
to the
top-of-the-grade
problem over a reasonably
long period of time and the same
staff member may find himself
again, after only a few years, at the top of the
grade to which he has been promoted.
top of the grade,

answer to the problem would be the
143 - WHO states that one possible
introduction
of the concept of "evolving
grades".
This envisages that, when
initially
classifying
a professional
post, the Personnel
Officer
would
determine
how many extra points under the current point factor rating
system
would be needed to justify
a higher grade.
A procedure would be introduced
whereby, when a staff member reaches the mid-point
of his grade, a desk audit
is conductad to determine
if, due to the staff member's perfortnance, the
"deficiV
!I points has evolved upwards (or downwards) to possibly
justify
granting
- post a higher (or lower) grade.
A new appointment
would of course
always be at the original
grade
of the poot.
The same approach would apply to
posts in the general service category when it has been possible
to define and
in@naant
a point rating
or equivalent
system.
WI0 has no intention
to
deviate
from the ICSC coxmvon Classification
Standarda,
which will continue to
However, in the course of time, certain jobs clearly
expand and become
apply.
more useful to the organization
than others - because of the experience gained
by the incumbent, leading perhaps to increased
initiative,
independence of
operation,
supervisory
responsibility
or a higher level of contacts.
In these
cases, the post description
changes de facto and two posts which were
initially
identical
are no longer so. The concept of "evolving
grades" would
allow for the post to be reclassified
to the higher grad8 originally
~cegj&r+I)
ti
t-ha "deficit"
is calculated.
Tt is balioved that a system of
"evolving
grades" would provide greater motivation
for staff
and to some
extent alleviate
the problem of those who have been blocked at the top of
their grade for many years,

/ *..
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Reclasssification

and anneals

procedure

144 . The rules and procedures
applying
to reclassification
described
in paragraph 139 above.
As in other organizations.
may appeal decisions
taken by the personnel
administration
their posts to the responsible
Board of Appeal.
11.

World Intellectual

General

Property

Organization

have been
staff members
on the grading of

(WIPO)

statement

145 . The Organization
applies
the classification
system which works well.
The ICSC Waster Standard is being used for professional
posts.
WIPO has a
staff of 125 professional
posts
and 267 geneL*al service
posts, roughly l/3-2/3.
146 . The main problem encountered
is that of the remuneration
syst@x
WIPE
at a high
needs specialized
people and, like WHO, these are often recn8ited
level,
thus creating
a barrier
for promotions.
Classification

procedures

147 . Post classification
is done by a staff
experience;
WIPO, being a small organization,
classifier
for this work.

meaober with specialised
does not have a full-time

148 . ~enw
are still
classified
following
the old system of
standard for
description.
Introduction
of the common classification
general service posts in Geneva will be considered
after the ICSC has acted on
the standard.
The rate of confirmation
as a result
of the testing
of that
standard for WIPE was above 90 per cent.
WIPE participated
fully
in the
development of the common classification
standard.

job

Career

develovment

and Promotion

review

* As far as general
service posts are concerned,
career paths may be
clearly
identified
both within the different
sectors of the organization
and,
to a lesser extent,
across those sectors.
With regard to professional
posts,
the problems besetting
professional
remuneration
in Geneva severely limit
the
scope for promotion
beyond more than one grade.
There is a great need for
staff with legal knowledge.
The lack of career prospects
is not related
to
the absance of training
opportunities
but to the fact that salaries
are not
very competitive
with the outside market.
The post system,
as good 8s it may
be, is based on a general salary scale.
As a result of the poor
competitiveness
in salaries,
the Organization
claims,
it has very few people
from Worth America and 50 per cent of the posts are filled
by Western
149
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150 . Promotion
staff are at the
frequent
in the
higher salaries

is viewed as being closely
linked
to classification.
Wany
top of their grade - as explained
above - and the turnover
is
professional
category,
staff
being attracted
elsewhere by a
and career prospects.

151 . However, professional
and general
becoming vacant at any grade.
There is
professional.
The advantage in a small
known and can be transferred
to another
acquired.
Reclassification

and aovesls

service staff may apply for any job
no examination
from general service to
organixation
is that the staff is
post when special
skills
have been

Procedures

152 . when a post becomes vacant, its description
is revised automatically
and
reclassification
may occur.
A Classification
Committee advises the Director
General on the grading standards to be applied
within the Organization.
The
Conm&ttee is composed of four persons: a chairman,
wbo is a person with
experience
of staff matters
in intergovernmental
organizations
and who must
not be a staff member of the International
Bureau of WIPO, and three staff
mambers of the International
Sureau, of whom one is designated
from a list
of
three names submitted
by the Staff Council and one is the Read of Personnel
of
The Conunittee is also consulted
for advice on post
the International
Bureau.
descriptions
which fall outside existing
YIP0 standards,
as well as other
casea of classification
as the Director
General may wish to refer to it.
This
committee meets once or twice a year, and deals also with general service
posts.
153 . Asmeals procedures
are stated
has had no cases of appeal regarding

in the Staff Regulations.
So far,
the classification
of posts.

. A staff mamber launching
an appeal may defend
to be assisted
either
by the President
of the Staff
lawyer.
A54

12.

World
General

llateoroloaical

Oraanization

YIP0

his case alone, or request
Council or an outside

CWROl

statement

155 . The ICSC Waster Standard has been used at WHO since 1980-81 for
professional
posts (including
Directors).
A general
classification
review was
carried
out in 1984-85 and, at the request of the Executive
Council,
a third
general review was carried
out in 1989-90.
Following
this review, a
Continuing
Review Wachinery and a Recourse Procedure were established.
CAassification

--procedures
--..

156 . WWChae no in-house
specialists
dealing with classification,
which has
The results have usually
made it necessary to hire consultants
to do the job.
been quite satisfactory
with a high confirmation
rate.
All professional
PII&
at Headquarters as well as at the two regional offices
(Asuncion and
Bujumbura) have been classif ied.
/
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157 . when a post falls vacant and substantive
changes ore mods in the job
d8scription,
the post IUUSt be r8Cl8SSified
prior t0 iSSUing 8 V8COnCy
8nnounceJlumt. There
are some 40 experts working in the field
(DDDP/WHO
funded,
8nd test
funds), but these posts ore not ClaSSifi8d.
158 . The classification
of general service Posts began in 1981 based ou 8
point factor rating system which was established by an external
consultant
in
consultation
with staff and management. As from 1989 the gw8r81 reVi8bt Of
posts in the general service category w8s carried out using the IL0
ClaSSifiC8tiOu
Standard.
Career development and promotion

review

159 . There exists no career development plan in UHO. h joint staff/
management working group is currently
studying 8 possible new performonce
appraisal system. Another joint working group is studying how to elaborate 8u
overall personnel policy for the Organisation
in which career development is
one of the ixportant
items.
160 . General Service Category staff
do not need to pass an examination.
past been converted
into professional

who wish to apply for
h few general service
posts.

8 professional
post
posts have in the

161 . Since the introduction
of the classification
systerm, promotions
of staff
to a higher grade can be obtained only through reclassification
of 8 post 8s a
result of substantive
ch8nge in duties and increase in responsibilities
or by
Possibilities
for promotion
applying for another post at 8 higher level.
remain limited beCaUSe of 8 lack of opportunities
in a small OrganisatiOn.
As
an example, the P-5 level is saturated.
The average
entry age bracket is
35-45 and only a very few people have been able to make 8 career inside the
Orgenization.

at yllo is a "recruitment
level".
The P-l is
162 . What seems to be missing
and seldom is anyone hired belo!* P-3. The classification
system
perceived
as rather rigid
and as controllkng
the promotion
exercise.

non-existent
is therefore

. A proposal
for the introduction
of a personal promotion
schema ~8s made
two years ago to the Executive
Council.
This scheme was similar to the one
&s a result
of
that IL0 had hod on 8 trial
basis for about six years.
investigations,
the Organization
found that most other opeciolized
agencies
Council decided
not to
did not have personal promotion schemes. The Executive
adopt the scheme.
163

Reclassification

of posts

and appeals

procedure

164 , An on-going review mechanism has recently
been installed
to
case by case, posts tiiat have been subjected
to mobificutiou
with
responsibilities
carried
out for a period of at least 12 months.
also a recourse procedure available.
There is a fairly
good level
transparency
and staff who appeal can have access to their
rating

re-examine,
i&htiil'

There is
of
sheets.

/ ...
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165 . The experience
poet classification
1.

The uost

COUCLU8IOUS

gained by the organizations
in their
leads to the following
conclusions.

classification

application

of the

conceut

166 . The post classification
concept sems well understood
at least by the
administrations
of the organizatfons
and. as one classifier
stated:
"If it did
not exist,
it would have to be invented".
However, staff representatives
at
large have expressed some doubts on its true value,especially
as regards
career prospects.
Classification
does not seem to be the real problem but
rather its application,
which is viewed as rigid
and subject to financial
constraints.
2.

The classification

system

167 . The post clessification
system is a comprehehsive
exercise
involving
inter alia personnel
management activities,
policies,
progranrmes~ priorities
and human resources.
The process also involves
many different
stages.
To be
meaningful,
the classification
function
must be supported by adequate
financial
resources,
which is seldom the case.
3.

$ecomized

adVaI&aReS

of the svstem

168 . The organizations
consider
that perhaps the most important
aspect
of a
post classification
systm is that it is an objective
machinery uhich prevents
abuse and preserves the principle
of equal pay for equal worh.
It offers a
better guarautee that the resources spent are used in the rational
grading of
staff.
169 . The post classification
system is also an adequate framewo rk for
evaluating
human resources and staff development.
In addition,
it helps
establish
the level of remneration,
information
regarding
training
requirements,
qualification
requirements,
and organizati&sal
structure.
Although managers and supervisors
generally
consider post classification
as a
tool which might be adapted to their needs and allow proper job rotation
and
mobility
for career planning
purposes,
this is more often the case wbeu it is
clearly
understood,
including
the standards
used in classifying
jobs.
Hence,
the training
and briefing
of these key staff on their role in the process is
inportent.

/ ...
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170 . The classification
system is perceived
by the staff as a means to guard
against the arbitrary
decisions
of managers.
However supervisors
sometimes
alter work assignments.
They allow or even encourage certain
staff to assume
higher level duties and responsibilities,
but not others.
Conventional
wisdom
has it that supervisors
should have this flexibility
since they have overall
responsibility
to get the work done, and are supposed to know the strengths
and weaknesses of their subordinates.
4.

Disadvantanes

171

.

will.

exvressed

Every system has drawbacks in its application
- even with the best of
The disadvantages
noted
below are the most commonly stated.
(a) The work

of the

classifiers

172 . All organizations
indicated
that they have classifiers.
Most are
officers,
with one exception,
working in the personnel
department,
and in some
cases additional
outside expertise
is sought.
Others have a well-established
Classification
Committee,
but in general it appears difficult
to attract
staff
into the classification
function
from within an organization.
The reasons are
mainly of two kinds:
(a) lack of training
for this
specialized
field;(b)
staff
also know that such a post is ungratifying.
For these reasons, as well as the
lack of necessary resources to fund additional
posts for the work, many have
indicated
that the classification
exercise
is often understaffed.
173 . The **power" of decision
is sometimes not well defined and classifiers
frequently
subjected
to heavy pressure on the part of staff who wish to
h8ve their post reclassified.
This tends to unnecessarily
absorb a lot of
their time with no real positive
impact for either
side.
Some administrations
were of the opinion
that at least a part of the responsibility
of this job
should be entrusted
to independent
experts,
in order to relieve
the pressure
on the organizations'
classifiers.

are

. This problem
is a matter of serious
concern in the organizations
trying
to find ways to improve the profile
of the classification
function
and the
credibility
of the process.
Another way, worth examining,
which would
alleviate
some of the workload of classifiers
would be the use trf
computer-assisted
classification.
The advantages are: less resources
expended
in the collection
of information
in the job analysis
process and reduction
in
the perceived
subjectivity
and hence contentiousness
of the zlasoification
process.
This would in no way eliminate
the role of the classifier,
but
rather would refocus it from an investigative
emphasis to an advisory service
concentrating
on optimizing
job design and the logical
structure
of posts
within an organization
unit.
174

Among the suggestions offered
in the course of the study, the Inspector
one which might be worth pursuing, namely the creation of an
Independent Claanificntion
C-itten
cll)rich cnuld ha mnnpnaad of foe?
a).nff
members from several organizations,
having considerable knowledge and
experience in the field of classification
, and who could assist from outside
the classification
units of organizations.
This Committee would be empowered
to review at regular intervals
all posts classified
and those presented for
reclassification.
Being external,
the organizations
would not subject them to
pressure from the staff,
and classifiers
in the organizations
would be
somewhat
/ .. .
175

.

examined
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relieved
from it.
excessive oversight

However.
this may be seen by some organisations
as an
of internal
operations,
and may in the long run become a
Another alternative,
more likely
to interest
the
costly exercise.
organfxations
as a useful classification
mechanism, would be the creation
of
an independent Management Coxunittee from within each organisation
to alleviate
many of the problems discussed above in this report.
(b) Career develonment and nromotion
176 . Although the report’s
objective
is to ehow the advantages and
dioavantages of the post classification
system in the light of ten years of
experience,
the notion of career prospect is closely rnterwoven with this
system and can hardly be dealt with separately.
The majority
of organisations
have indicated that no career
development scheme exists in their organisation
and that there is a vacuum in this respect.
Because of the “rigidity”
of post
classification
and the lack of career prospects, together with financial
auoterity,
promotions of staff tend to be either scarce or based on personal
factors
(persona1 promotion),
thus adding to the fNstrations
of staff
Who do
not benefit from it.
The credibility
and confidence that should be attached
to the post classification
exercise is often shattered as a result.
This
latter
impression was felt by the Inspector
in many of the orgsnizations
during the interviews
with staff representatives
as well as with personnel

officers.
177 . In the absence
of career development prograuunes, the sole means of
a staff
member is through promotion
and staff now tend to regard
post reclassification
as an alternative
to pronotions.

rewarding

170 . In the various opinions expressed by the different
parties concerned, it
is not sure that the “favouritism”
aspect has totally
disappeared.
Administrations
openly admit that heads of units, classifiers
and personnel
departments
are subjected to heavy pressure or the part of dissatisfied
staff
requesting a promotion.
If there is no stror , and wall-defined
practice
governing reclassification
of posts, this is indeed a door open to requests,
appeals and pressure being brought to bear on the decision-takers.
179 . As to eeual vay for eoual work, this may not be totally
tNe,
as
explained by both sides:
in some organizations
a “personal promotion” system
has been established to “reward” staff for exceptional
merit or - more often for longevity
in the job, whether they perform more or better than another
incumbent doing the same work.
At the IL0 a “persona1 promotion scheme” has
been under a trial
period for over four years,
but reports indicate that it is
far from being perfect
and should not be made permanent.
Sone organisations
reward
staff with a personal promotion when they reach the highest step of
their grade and have remained there for a certain nltlpber
of years.
Others
grant an extra grade to staff
near retirwnt,
like a *'life-long
service
promotion”.
However, it results
in inequalities
of pay, regarded by the staff
not eligible
for that promotion as an injustice
thus adding to the existing

frustrations
of being stuck in one grade for many more years.
The same is
true when some staff have their post reclassified
while excluding
others
perfoxming
the same tasks.
The United Uations is also contemplating
introducing
a personal
promotion
scheme.
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180 . The fact that staff of all categories
are very dissatisfied
as regards
their career prospects,
and are becoming discouraged
as a result.
should be
taken
seriously
into account.
Solutions
should be sought and discussed by all
parties
concerned.
181 . If it is
foundation
for
work remains
to
human resources

true that the classification
system has been designed as the
an integrated
personnel
management system, in practice
further
be done by most organizations
to develop other elements of
management progranuma.

182 . The Inspector
had chosen to present the views of the organizatfons
on
their experience
with post classification,
even if they sometimes diverged
from the theme of the study.
Given the particularity
of some organizations,
three elements should be noted when applying
some of the recommendations:

.

183 . The salary levels.
Organizations
such as USA. ICAO, ITU, WHO, WIPO and
WUO, for instance,
need to recruit
highly
specialized
staff for specific
To compete with the outside market,
prograznuas.
these organizations
have to
offer an entry level at P-4 or P-5.
This leaves no room for career
opportunities
together
with promotions.
Although this study does not cover
the subject of salaries,
the Inspector
is of the opinion
that careful
attention
should be given to that question
Jirich may, in the near future,
either
create problems of recruitment
of certain
qualified
staff or increase
frustations
for those stuck in a post for years without hope for a better
career prospect.
184 . Scalina down and underfillina
of Posts.
It he8 been suggested in some
organizations
that when a post becomes vacant , some of its responsibilities
be
divided,
enabling
its reclassification
at a lower grade.
Since most
organizations
- if not all - have indicated
that recruitment
at the P-l and
P-2 levels has been practically
abandoned, this may be a way to revive the
practice
of using the P-l and P-2 levels in recruiting
junior
qualified
staff
who could move to a higher level if the "linked
grades” were introduced.
I&en
posts of a more senior
(e.g. P-4 or P-5) level become vacant, steps should be
taken to scale down the responsibilities
to levels at which young staff
members may be reccuited
and at which they can be expected realistically
to
perform.
As the staff members grow in competence,
they can be delegated
additional
responsibilities
which would be recognized
and rewarded through
reclassification
to a higher
(former)
level of the post.
Through this
flexible
and dynamic approach to the organization
of work not only could goals
of rejuvenation
be achieved,
but competent and hard-working
staff could be
rewarded without calling
into question
the fundamental
principles
(equal pay
for work of equal value and ensuring services to the Organization
equivalent
in value to the money spent on staff costs) on which job classification
is
above this may be difficult
for organizatione
based.
However, as mentioned
which require high level technical
expertise
and often give contracts
of
limited
duration.
grades.
185 . The linked
classification
per se but
the system; for instance,
of the post on the basis
grades. vhen there is no

Mechanisms for relief
are usually
not based on
are some kind of compromise in the implementation
of
through personal
promotion
(usually
above the level
of long service or special performance)
or by linking
special
review for the higher level of the post,
/...
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although
the personal performonce
may be evaluated
at the time of the
promotion
to the higher grade.
One option which was discussed several times
in the course of the interviews
with the Inspector
is that of linked grades
which would permit staff,
when being recruited,
to have a notion
for a
possible
career, i.e. one entry grade in which the incumbent would stay for a
given probationary
period,
and then the formal grade of the post as
classified,
which would only be given on certain
conditions.
This concept has
recently
been advocated by the General Assembly, which requested
"the
Secretar:-General
to continue
efforts
to develop further
and refine
classification
and evaluation
systems and promotion
procedures as an integral
part of the vacancy management system, taking
into account,
inter alfa,
concepts of career ladders and linked madee,
in consultation
with the
International
Civil
Service Conunission, as appropriate,
and to report thereon
to the General Assembly at its forty-seventh
session".
7/
186 . The Joint Inspection
Unit in a previous report 81 discussed the notion
of linked grades, which it feels are "perfectly
compatible
with the job
classification
methods".
It justified
their use by suggesting
that systematic
underrecNitment
to the lower of two linked
grades would achieve economies,
and that linked grades would enable some staff members to rearoin in the sang
job for say, eight to 10 years with possibilities
for promotion.
Moreover,
the JIU considered
that the use of linked
grades would improve financial
management by reducing the demand for reclassification
"on the most diverse
pretexts".~/
.

187 . However, at that time, the ICSC was strongly
opposed to the introduction
of linked grades, arguing that its use would be detrimental
to the concept of
career development,
as it would provide an incentive
for stagnation
and
complacency,
virtually
guaranteeing
salary increases
for up to 20 years.
But,
at the same time, the ICSC mentioned
the possibility
of granting
a personal
promotion
for certain
staff members under strictly
defined conditions.u/
188 . The Inspector,
reflecting
recamaendations
in the following
flexibility
should bs exercised
basic concept and purpose of the

Official
71
Sumlament
lo.

91

A/36/4332,

lo

A/37/30,

Records

49,

on the positions
expressed,
offers
Chapter, bearing
in mind that the necessary
in their
implementation
without weakening the
post classification
system.

of the General
(A/45/49).

Assembly.

Forty-fifth

seasion,

Annex VI.
Supplement

30.
/ ...
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V.

BGCOhUWDATIONS

with a number of organisations
of the United
189 . From his conmultatione
lotions
family and the analysis
of their experience
with the classification
system after ten years of practice,
the Inspector
considers
that a number of
recousendations
can be presented
in order to overcome some of the
disadvantages
and at the same time enhance the advantages that, without
any
doubt, the post classification
concept provides
to the mcmageznent of these
organisations.
190 * It should be underlined
once more that the proaulgation
of
classification
system ie the responsibility
of the International
Commission (ICSC), as stipulated
in Article
13 of ito Statutes.
the administrations
of the organisations
of the comnon system to
it.
The following
reconunendstions
should therefore
be examined
contest.
Reconmendation

1 - Reinforcesent

of the cavacity

of versonnel

the
Civil
Service
It is left to
implement
in this

services

Since most organisations
have indicated
that their classification
staffing
is inadequate,
either
in nusber or in expertise,
and since it is
recognised
that classification
is one of the sain cornerstones
for an
effective
management system on which recruitment,
promotion,
and career
development
are built,
the authority
of personnel
services
should
be
strengthened.
Adequate resources and staffing
should be given to personnel
offices
to enable them to be tme decision-making
centrem, working in close
co-operation
with programme managers.
In order to revive confidence
of staff in their classifiers,
the tasks
should be entrusted
to well-trained
specialistm,
able to work without being
subjected
to pressure or outside influences,
under the umbrella
of
mtrengthened
personnel
services.
Recomuendatios

2 - Traininr

courses

for

classifiers

and mrommnna nsnaserm

As is already done successfully
by the DIVDP, training
courses for
classifiers
should be organized
regularly,
taking advantage of thim scheme to
Some courses should almo be offered to
meet the needs of organizations.
progranune managers enabling
them to understand
the purpose of classification
and all aspects of personnel
questions.
Recmdation

3 - Autosated

processes

for

classification

Despite the existence
of a well-established
job classification
systeu
which provides a sound basis for the classification
of professional
and higher
category posts, the classification
of individual
posts is still
contentious
-.....*--L--ia?J---L
---IL---L
Tk;o 'JRDP aii;G the
tillI Lwq"L&ws
s SL~1I~LLCi~l.b
GY,,Y,,LC,,IC),,~
of skiff r'05o~rfs;.
IL0 have proposed a more structured
approach to the collection
of job
information
in adapting
the Uaster Standard for application
through an

/ ...
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Computer-assisted
classification
is being developed in a
automated Adium.
number of national
services and the Inspector
is of the view that, given its
many advantages,
thia automated aystem should be seriously
considered
for use
in the organfzatfons.
pecomuendation

4 - Immleuentation

The filling
of posts,
left to programe
uanagers.
aelection
of eligible
staff
level.
Recomandation

of the classification

results

once classified
by personnel
services,
should
For
certain
key positions
the classification
should be the responsibili?y
of a more central

2 - Information

be
and

to staff

Staff at large should be carefully
informed
so as to familiarise
them
with the concept of classification
acd persuade them that it is a credible
and
reliable
management tool.
It should be made sufficiently
clear in order to
achieve broad-based
acceptance.
pecomandation

6 - Reclas
e

Juat aa with claaeification,
by wall-trained
specialists.
a post should be strictly
applied.

done

the reclassification
The directives
for

of poets should
the reclassification

be
of

It should be reiterated
that no post is to be coss.&dered for
reclaaaification
uitholt
taking
into consideration
the couplete manning table
of tha given department,
in order to *%nnpare poets.
Poata
identical
in
functions
and responsibilities
should have identical
pay and rhea one is open
for reclassification
- tasks having increased
in volume and responsibility
the others should also be considersd.
pocmmendotion

7 - Avveals

mechanism

The necessity
for organisations
to have an appeals
Where this does not exist,
such a machinery
recognised.
cmpoaed of wall-trained
specialists,
recognised
as being
indapendsnt
and whose appointments
have been approved by
and the staff.
All appeals machinery should
be laroun to
their right to use it when the need arisen.
Jlecoznnandation

8 - Level?

of classification

of P-l

machinery has been
should be set up,
objective
and
the administrations
staff,
as well as

and P-2 posts

Several organizations
- especially
those with highly
technical
posts find it difficult
to attract
qualified
staff at an entry level of P-l or P-2
and therefore
have abandoned using these levels.
A careful
study should be
carried
out by an official
body, in order to redress that anomaly and to try
, ^-.^\ WALI,
..f LL i&G
tc M.--w
mualA ..-.*..e
kedmr .a&Al&
-LACIII4A.s-l"
..rr-.:L-A
rL a: -LLDOYJ
-,---A.* CI-c
..""I &sL
YCww"&".."*" cI~."*ceY
-ti
ra~*u LOIIIL
opportunity
left for career advancement within the organization.
It should be
kept in mind, however, that this may be difficult
to put into practice
in organizations
which require high technical
expertise,
as noted in
paragraph 193.
/...
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9 - j%elinnn down and undorfillina

of Poets

In order to attract new and qualffied staff, thus rejuvenating the human
resources of organieations, a more dynamic approach nuch an the structuring
of
job responsibilities
through ocaling down and underfilling
of posts ehould be
puruued, taking into account the particularities
of each organioatfon
as
explained in paragraph 184. The International
Civil Service Comission could
be invited to amnine the feasibility
of this approach prior to its eventual
application.
BecaaPmeneation10 - permnal

oronwtion

and

linlmd

nradem

A careful

feasibility
study should also bo carried out by the ICSC on
of introducing personal orozaotion and linked wades in a way
which maintaino the integrity
of the post clasofficatfon
oyster.

the possibility

/...
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AUDSXI
DESCRIPTIOD

"Tier

OF THE IITBDDATIODAL
POST CLASSIFICATLOD

I - The Hester

CIVIL SERVICE
SYSTEM X/

CODHISSIOU

Standard

The first
tier
of the ICSC standard8
- the "lkster
Standard"
- is
designed
to apply to 811 job8 in all
OCCUp8tiOn81
grOUpS
in 811
organizationo.
It is therefore
8 "horizontal"
standard
in that
it spans all
fields
of work.
Since
it covers
the widest
possible
Variety
Of jobs,
it i8
the most general
of the three
tiers
in its
8pplfC8bility
to individual
jobs
(908 next page for illustration
of the three
tiers).
For the Master
Standard
a points-factor
evaluation
system was selected.
This system maasures the relative
value
of jobs by awarding
points
to jobs
according
to each of the various
factors
of work which
go to make up the
jobs.
Simply
stated,
the various
factors
(knowledge
required,
diff;culty
of
work,
etc.)
are determined,
levels
of importance
within
each factor
defined,
points
alloc8ted
to each factor
(8nd level)
according
to ito importance
to the
organizatfon,
and grade-determining
points
ranges
established.
A job is then
8u8lyZed
to determine
which
of the levels
of each factor
applies:
it is
aw8rded
the corresponding
points and its grade is determined
by the points
range within which the total
of points
falls.
The system
is analytical,
quantitative
and
objective
and prescribes
an
orderly
8pprO8Ch
to the analysis
and 6V8lUatiOn
of jobs Since
it requires
the
consideration
and rating
of a number
of factors
of work which
go to make up
the jobs.
The scoring
of the system provides
a clear
record
of the job
annlyst*o
judgment
(x POiutS
for poctor
1).
This helps
isolate
issues
in
controversial
cases,
since
the differences
in overall
appreciation
of 8 job
8moug two or more analysts
can be pinned
down to specific
factors
and levels
within
these.
Without
constituting
8 fully
scientific
scale
of measurement
that would
result
in 8 mechanical
approach
to evaluating
jobs,
the system does
provide
job analysts
with
8 basis
for more objective
judgments
in determining
relative
job values.
Perhaps
its greatest advantage
is that
it is
particularly
well-suited
for application
to jobs
in 8 variety
of occupations
and which
consist
of differing
CoUbin8tiOUS
of tasks
- Characteristics
descriptive
of the jobs
in the United
Nations
and the epecialized
agencies.
Development
of the Blaster
Standard
W8S b8gUn in late
1917 with
the
choice
of factors.
Factors
were selected
which
were reflective
of the nature
of work in the United
Wations
system.
while
many of the factors
chosen
are
those commonly
found
in other
classification
systems,
modifications
and
special
interpretations
of the meanings
of these had to be made to reflect
the
.4:rbl.....~....
I~C‘&mr+4~rral
"horn0+or
cf we+
nfid nranniza+i*nn1
at-"+?t*_crp
YC-tL,,G"*.w
*,.uu...YrLI..--..e-------"- _...-- .--__-peculiar
to the United
blations
system.
In all,
15 different
factors were

selected.
These were ultimately
factors,
the 15 factors
becoming

*/

Source:

Standards
1982,
pp,

BXcerpts

in the
301-306

from Terry

United
Uations",
and 310-312.

grouped together
"elements"

of

in matrix

these

form in 6 major

6:

Slater:
"Development of Job Classification
in Public Personnel Management
Journal,
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FIGURE 1
The Three Tiew of the ICSC Job ClasslfiGaUon
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Standards
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f Professional
Knowledge
Theoretical
knowledge required
Practical
experience
required
Language knowledge required

Factor

II - Difficulty
of Work
Individual
contribution
Complexity
of work

Factor

III - Independence
of Work
Application
of guidelines
Supervisory
controls
over incumbent

Factor

IV - Work Relationships
skill
of contacts
inside the organisation
Importance
of contacts
inside the organisation
skill
of contacts outside the organisation
importance
of contacts outside the organisation

Factor

V Direct
Direct

Factor

Supervisor
responsibility
responsibility

Required

Responsibility
for technical
and administrative
for Professional
staff

VI - Impact of Work
Rffect on work
Consequence of involuntary

support

staff

errors

How the factors of the Master Standard reflect
the special
international
character
of work and orgaoizational
structure
of the United lotions
and
specialized
agencies is beet illustrated
by examining
in detail
a few of the
factors.
I is the only three-dimensional
factor combining the three types
required
for all United Wationo jobs.
The horizontal
element
"theoretical
knowledge required”
would seam simple enough to apply viewed from
tha context of one country.
Rut difficulties
quickly
arise in ao organisation
smploying
people from over 150 different
countries
in which the educational
systems differ
imnensely.
Certain
basic degree equivalents
had to be
establiohed
to ensure a uniform and consistent
interpretation
of "first",
"mecond" and "highest"
university
degree level by job analysts
from different
cultural
and educational
backgrounds.
Thus, a glossary of the terma
used in
the factoro was established.
It defines,
among other things,
each of the
degree
levels and gives examples of the different
educational
institutions
(such as College
of Advanced Education,
Polytechnique,
Fachhochschule,
Institute
of Technology,
ate., in level 1) and the degrees (such as Ph.D.,
D.Sci.,
LL.D., Doctorat d’Etat,
etc. in level 3) in different
national
educational
systems.
Factor

of knowledge

The

that defines some 50 different
terms
testimony to the international
character
While most classification
systems used in
of the evaluation
instrument.
private
enterprise
and national
civil
services,
as well as those marketed by
consulting
firms, get by without such a tool, the glossary was essential
for
the United lotions system.
need

to establish

a glossary

used in the Uaster Standard is itself

/ ...
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Ostensibly clear terms were potentially
open to 8s many different
connotations
as the different
cultural
backgrounds of the analysts called upon to use
them. Even further
confusion was possible since many of these analysts,
when
working in one of the official
languages (Arabic,
Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish) were not working in their own mother tongue.
The Uaster
Standard itself
and the glossary of terms were translated
into each of these
Official
18ngU8geS.
The vertical
element of Factor I -practical
experience required,
(See
table 1) reflects
both the
importance of the minimum years of professional
experience required for the succesoful performance of any job 8s well 88 the
premium given in the United Nations for experience 8t the international
level
-that
is, experience gained in work which has effects
CrOSSing
national
boundaries or work in a national
context other than that of the incumbent.
The need to stress experience at the international
level has been borne out
over the years by the examples of people recognized 8s "experts"
of their
profession in their own country and having perfect
employment
“track
records"
who failed in United Wations projects
of development cooperation or
international
diplomacy because they were not able to transpose effectively
their knowledge and skills
to different
pohiticel,
cultural
or social
environments.
The diagonal element, language
knowledge required,
is 8 factor which is
peculiar to international
organizations.
While all professional-level
employees are required to have proficiency
in two official
languages before
entering the system (both to ensure 8 certain
potential
for career development
and to foster and encourage comunication
among staff members), not 811 jobs
require such proficiency.
Some jobs, albeit
few, require only one language,
whereas others require three or more.
Extra credit
is given under this
element for jobs requiring
proficiency
in two or thrae or more languages.
These languages need not be the official
ones, thus, credit
can be given to a
relations
specialist
job in Addis Ababa which requires Amharic
se well as
English, or to 8 buyer's job in Geneva which requires Gennan in addition
to
French and English.
The horizontal
element of Factor VI - impact of work - (see table 2) is
interesting
in that it illustrates
two unique
characteristics
of the
the importance of
organisation
of work in the international
civil
service:
recmndations
or proposals in addition
to decisions and the indirect
impact
of jobs.
Classification
plans in the private
sector often meamure impact by
the
level
of Wlthority
given
to the position
to make decisions and by the
direct
respcnsibility
for managing
money.
The former
is often
set down in
clearly
position

defined

designs or
processes.
purchasing

---*A.*-yvrrcrulr

manuals

of delegation
of authority
that
indicate
which
different
levels
of expenditure
or approve
product
make industrial
engineering
changes
which
affect
manufacturing
The latter
is frequently
measured
by the size
of the production
budget,
investment
portfolio
or profit
center for which the

can authorize

,- -_--_--<c.
Lb
LaayvrraLUlr._

U-LC---.
lv.CL"‘I.L

-t--1\ ---.A*-SLYLI
OS,YLbOO ^^_.
s-y AICC-YLLLO. fro;,

or

tha --l-.^L&eLI.OCO

sector

by measuring
only delegated
decision-making
authority
(authority
to
or approve
social
security
benefits
or issue
press
grant
customs
approval,
there
is little
impact
the
releases).
This
is because,
more
often
than not,
public
sector
manager
can have on the budget
he or she "manages",
since
it is
closely
controlled
by detailed
financial
regulations
defining
under
what
conditions
expenditures
can be made and the necessity
of obtaining
several
levels
of approvals
before
committing
funds
of any magnitude.
/ ...
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- 41 The United Nations system, like national
civil
services, does not use
money uanagement as a classification
factor.
However,
it goes a step further
than a national civil service by giving significant
credit under this factor
to positions which are required to make proposals or recomendations in
Hany positions are delegated
addition to or in lieu of making decisions.
specific decision-making responsibility,
hence, credit is given for
decisions. However, many more positions are expected to provide the proposal
or recommendation upon uhich a carnmittee or board or body will make the final
decision:
the reconunendation to recruit someone uhich is decided by a
Selection Conunittee or the proposal to publish a study uhich is decided by a
Publications Board; the plan for a vocational training center in a given
country to be decided by the linistry
of Labor, or the preparation
of a draft
resolution which is later approved by the General Assembly. Since the
decision-making process in the United Nations is a collegiate
one, the power
credit
is given in the Master
being shared among many parties, significant
Standard to the position required to produce the proposal or recomaend~tion
on
which action will normally be taken.
Another characteristic
of the organieation of work brought out by this
factor is the indirect nature of impact. In national civil services and
private corporations decisions made characteristically
have a more immediate
and direct effect on the organiration but are limited
in extent
to fewer
activities
and smaller numbers of people. In the united lllations systam. on
tha other hand, the effect of decisiono and proposals is less direct
but the
extent of the impact is potentially
far greater.
An example would be the
formulation of a proposal of a technical cooperation project to develop an
econometric model to aid national planning authorities
in influencing a
developing nation's economy. The proposal would have to be cleared countloos
times by different
types and levels of authority,
and the full mayftude
of
the impact could only be felt several years later, but the offect could be to
influence significantly
not only the economic hut social and political
fibor
of the entire country and, indeed. s&Wounding countries uhicb
are partnetr
in
trade.
The higher reaches of this factor therefore give credit to United
W&ions jobs uhooe impact crosses national boundaries and coneem the
well-beins of large numbers of people.
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Tier

II

The second tier of the ICSC Standards
is composed of grade descriptive
or narrative
standards,
describing
for each grade within
a specific
field
of
work the typical
level of duties and responsibilities
found at that grade
Tier II is a vertical
standard in that it covers jobs only within a
level.
jobs from the lowest to the highest
given field
of work.
However, all typical
grade level within
each field
of work are covered.
Tier Ii is more specific
than Tier I in its applicability
to individual
jobs.
Each Tier II standard begins with a definition
of the field
of work and
a statement
as to which types of jobs are included
and excluded from the field
of work.
It then provides
a brief description
of the typical
duties performed
at each grade level as well as a description
according
to each of the elements
and factors of Tier I, the Master Standard,
of the requirements
found at the
grade level in question.
For example, the Tier II economist standard for the
P-3 grade begins with a description
of the typical
duties and responsibilities
carried out by economists
at the P-3 level and then describes
the theoretical
knowledge, practical
experience
and language knowledge required
(Factor I);
the individual
contribution
and complexity
of work (Factor II);
the guidelines
that apply and the supervisory
controls
over the incumbent
(Factor
III)
and so
on for each of the 6 factors and 15 eleuents
of the Master Standard.
Along
with each factor description,
the appropriate
points values allocated
in
accordance with the Blaster Standard
are indicated
as well as the total
points
value for the standard which places it within the appropriate
gradedetermining
points range.
By specifically
relating
the second tier of the comnon system job
classification
standards back to Tier I, the Blaster Standard,
it is ensured
that both tiers will arrive at the some grade result
when applied
to a given
job,
In fact, the Tier II standards actually
explain
how a typical
job at a
given grade level within a given field
of work is evaluated
according
to Tier
The Tier II standards,
therefore,
provide added insurance,
beyond the use
I.
of the naster Standard alone, that each of the organizatione
of the United
gations system will arrive at the same grade level when evaluating
similar
typical
jobs within each field of work.

Tier II standards are to be developed only for the most populated
and
most c-on
fields
of work found in the organisations
of the conunou system.
i standards
will be formulated
for such fields
as personnel
Thus, Tie?
uanagemen~ <pee-ialists,
technical
cooperation
administrators,
editors,
accountants,
public
infonnation
specialists,
etc., which exist in most
organizations
but not for such fields
as telecosununication
engineers
or nurses
which exist almost exclusively
in one organization
only (ITU and WHO
respectively).

The Tier III standards are composed of benchmarks.
Tier III
specific
of the three tiers
in that it covers jobs at a given grade
within a single field
of work within one organization
only.
Simply
benchmark is a real job existing
within
a given organization
which
identical
to the typical
job described
in Tier II."

is the most
level
stated,
a
is
/ ...
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AUUEX II
THE COWUOWCIASSIPSCATIOlJ
I.

08 OCCUPATIOWAL

CROUPS

(CGOC)

(Excerpts)"'

Dockmound and introduction

1.
The CommonCl8oeification
of Occupational
Groups (CCGG) was promulgated
by tha ICSC at ito tenth sesoion (see Official
Records of the General
&SWblY.
Thirty-fourth
SWSiOIL. SUVPbIBWt WOA
(h/34/30),
p8r88. 184 - 188
and annex XI).
The purpose of CCOGMO to provide 8 framework within
which
occupational
data would be compiled or exch8nsed for 811 interorgonizetional
peroounel smttars.
CCOGwas kWba8qWntly identified
8s an elearent necessary
for huasn reeourcas planning.
CC00 includes definitious
of most. of the individual
occupations existiug
the organisations
of the cosum system, 8nd 8 schema for systematic
coding
of aach occupation.
She definitions
of occupations in CCOGare based
on the current state of the development of the fields of work in the United
D8tiOlU CQmponPySta.
CCOGis applicable
to Professional
and
non-Professional
jobs erristing in the organizotioris
of the common system. The
rehem8 and the definitiona
are pragmatically
based on work as it exists within
the or@mizations
of the United Ilotions cosmm system.
2.

within

At its tenth session, the Comissiou hod decided that its secretariat
should effect
future
chnnges to CCOD, after consulting
representatives
of the
orpnizotiona
and tie staff,
and report those changes to the CommiSsiOn 8s
required.
A first
revision
of CC00 (1CSC/B.187/Re~.1)
containing
8 nuuber of
8mendzmnta to profeeoional,
man8geriel 8nd technical
occupations was presented
to the Coamisoion at its seventeenth oesnion in U8rch 1983 (see Officfsl
Bgcords of the Gen al dp~lv.
Thirty-ailhth
SBSSiOIl,
SuPPbment 100. 30
3.

poras.

U/38/30),

:56 - 129).

wss submitted
Jy,

to the Cdosion

~W42/30~~

par::

II.

In

et

A second revision
at its

of CCOG (fCSC/R.187/Rev.2)

twenty-sixth
session in July 1987 (see
Party-second Oeesion. Suvol8nent lo.

:?I.

r

Code

Of

8

1.
The first
Ptep in identifying
the CCOGcode of 8 position is to define
clearly
the dUti8a
of the job.
This is necasssry,
8s the cod8 is determined
on the basis of the nature of tha uorlc.
Job titles,
organisation81
context
snd qualifications
of incumbents
may provide useful information
to
understanding the nature of the uwk.
However, the official
job description
is generally
the best source of information.
Wext, the work of the job should be identified
tentatively
within one of
the job fnarilias.
In CCGG, each job fplpily is identified
with 8 Capitol
l-CC-r -w-w,
rdr
L .
C"A8 "An f%' &!!i_ni=tratiVe
#peCi8listS.
npny job f8milies
h----m
-,-.,
include work in occupational
groups 1 (Profsosionol,
m8nagerial and technical
Where this is
work)
and 2 (support work related to Professional
occupationa).
the case, the occupational
group of the job should be identified
by comparing
the work of the job in respect to the CCDGdefinitions,
bearing in mind that
the codes reflect
the commn practices
of orgonizotions.
2.

*/
Source: Job Cl8SSifiC8tfoI.l
Hanuol for the Cloosificotion
hosts, ICSC Personnel Policies Division,
1987.

of Professional
/ ...
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When the job family has been identified,
the job amy be associated
with
one of the fields
of work within that job family
(e.g.,
within code **A", with
code "5". electronic
data-processing
specialists).
Then, the job is
identified
with one of the occupations
within
that field
of work (e.g.,
within
coda "5" with "b", system analysts).
If the job fits reasonably within
a code
identified
tentatively
and does not fit as wall into any other CCCC code, the
tentative
code may be regarded as the correct one (e.g.,
1.A.OS.b..
ayattama
It
analysts).
This completes the common ayatm CCOC code for thet job.
should be noted, however, that individual
organizations
amy establish
their
own codes for subgroups within apecialfzationa,
(e.g..,
l.A.OS.b.Ol.,
syatesas
analysts-administrative
applicationa,
or l.A.05.b.02..
syoteam
analysts-prograame
moaitoring).
Instructions
for further
codins will be
ioaued by the organizatfon
concerned.
What is a reasonable

"fit"

4.
One objective
of CCOC is to provide sufficient
infonnatfon
to identify
code for each job.
However, considering
the large number of codes involved,
it is necessary to limit
the length of the definition
of each job.
Similarly,
the "operating"
work of non-professional
support jobs has
5.
bean dafinad,
though many of these jobs will customarily
involve
such
additional
functions
as typing,
filing,
answering the telephone
and
maintaining
appointment
calendars.
These functions
may be incidental
to work
whose primary focus is the subject-matter
of a prograauae or project
end where
the technical,
procedural
and record-keeping
duties require
a practical
knowledge and application
of subject-matter
akills.
such jobs are asoignable
to the subject-related
support code.
6.
Another consequence of the brevity
of CCCC definitions
is that not all
duties of all jobs that fit into a category (e.g.,
1.A.OS.b..
oyatuna
analysts)
are included
in the definition.
Each definition
provides
a minimum
description
of duties necessary for the selection
of a job code.
So, the
**fit** of a job within a code is "reasonable"
if, upon review of the initial
identification
of a code, no other code is more compatible
with the work.
Codina

"mixed"

jobs

7.
Many jobs include
duties typical
of other jobs, for example, 1.~.02.,
historians,
requires
the incumbent to organize and evaluate
authenticity
of
data, as does l.L.Ol.,
anthropologists;
and l.A.06.a..
recruitit
specialists,
conditions,

requires
the incumbent to provide information
about working
as does l.A.06.d.,
personnel
entitlements
specialists.
Even so,
it is usually possible to identify
each job with a CCOC code that ia a
Veaaonable
fit".
8.
*v

However,
d~“‘f$?

en

some jobs have more than one major focus.
ncc.tmnt;nn
..‘
.- _..

wh;rll
.._. -_._

hgp

@balna~“_&

fr**

“b~*~vbot:““a
r-----.-

In some cases, this
*-*a
w..e-

rnnrcmts
--r-L
s-w

biochemists).
In other cases it may signify
an expedient
l.H.OZ.c.,
combination of duties in one job (e.g.,
of all personnel functions
in a small
office).
It mey also signify
the type of "generalization"
often
characteristic
of director
jobs (e.g.,
directors
of personnel),
the duties of
which, although within a field of work (e.g.,
l.A.06.,
personnel management
specialists),
still
cannot be identified
with a particular
occupation within
that field.
(e:g.,

/ *..
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Combinations
of duties within a job may include
combinations
of fields
of work as well as combinations
of occupations;
for example, tho work of
general education
advisers to a country
may involve
a combination
of duties
typical
of a combination
of fields
of work within
the job family
of l.F..
education
specialists.

All jobs which, even after careful analysis can be seen to include
10.
combinations
of coded occupations
(e.6..
directors
of personnel)
or
combinations
of fields
of work (e.g.,
general education
advisers),
and for
which combinations
no appropriate
code exists,
are coded at their
level of
combination,
be it at the level at which occupations
ara combined (field
of
work, e.g., l.A.06..
personnel
management specialists),
or the level at which
several fields
of work are combined (job family,
e.g.,
1.F.. education
specialists).
11.
Some jobs represent
combinations
of job families.
For example,
the
work of environmental
scientists
is characterised
by the application
of
principles
and techniques
of a variety
of job families
(e.g.,
l.R.,
economists;
1.H.. life scientists;
1.J.. physical
scientists).
As in the case
of environmental
scientists,
almost all of these jobs can be identified
with
an appropriate
code (e.g.,
l.R.Ol.,
environmentol'acientists).
Jobs for which no code is vublished
Some jobs may have no code, even though they are recognised
as among
occupations
that are within a coded field
of work (e.g.,
cryptography
specialists
is an occupation
within the field
of work of l.W.01..
mathematicians
and actuaries).
Such jobs are coded within their appropriate
field of work with the occupational
code "z". (e.g.,
cryptography
specialists
would be coded 1.W.Ol.z.).
12.

13.
Other jobs that have no code may not be within recognised
occupations
but may be clearly
within a job family.
For example, education
economists
are
clearly
within the job family
l.E. economists,
but are not within any of the
codad fields
of work.
Such jobs are coded within their appropriate
job family
with the field of work code of "99".
Thus, education
economists
could be
coded l.R.99.
Some jobs cannot be identified
within a coded field of work neither
within a coded job family nor within a combination
of the work of other job
families.
Professional
jobs of this nature are coded "I.P.",
"Professional,
managerial
and technical
specialists
for which no job family exists".
Support
jobs of this nature may be coded "2.P.".
and trades jobs of this nature may be
coded “3 . P . '* .
14.

